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Executive Summary 

The goal of Work Package 2 (WP2-Contributor Modelling) is to extract various modalities out of the 

contributors (users’) activity. The activity manifests itself in various forms, such as the links formed 

between users (e.g. followers, friends, replies-to), or the content posted by users. The various 

modalities aim to reveal the semantics of the contributors’ activity. The activities of the WP2 have 

been divided into the following tasks: 

T2.1 Contributor Profiles: PServer for storing and maintaining user profiles, Gamification techniques 

for enhancing user participation 

T2.2 Analysis of communities around people and content: Topic related supervised and 

unsupervised influential user detection; multi-partite communities comprising: users, keywords and 

urls, User roles, User classification based on their network profile 

T2.3 Contributor behavior analysis: Trust between users; Duplicate account detection across social 

networks, Community evolution prediction. 

This deliverable aims to describe work that has been effectuated from M10 till M20. It forms a 

continuation of deliverable D2.1. The work concerns various software modules that belong to WP2, 

and focuses on the progress that was done, in terms of algorithms, evaluation and deployment. It 

also aims to be a self-contained document. To exhibit in a clear and unambiguous way the actual 

work done, we have included a table in the introduction, where for every module we state the exact 

advances. In addition, we also provide information about whether a module advances the state of the 

art and in what way. 

Moreover, this deliverable aims to accompany the release of several WP2 modules as software, and 

in doing so we have included information about the actual deployment of the modules.  
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1 Introduction 

The deliverable D2.2 is entitled “Social Features of the Contributors” and describes the work that 

was done mostly in the second year of the project. During the second year task 2.1 (Contributor 

profiles) has been completed, while tasks 2.2 (Analysis of communities around people and content) 

and task 2.3 (Contributor behaviour analysis) are currently active.  

We aim to describe work on software modules, as well as work on integration to the REVEAL 

platform.  In particular there are new modules, and algorithmic improvements or further evaluation on 

existing modules. The architecture of WP2 is described in the deliverables of WP6 as well as in D2.1 

All WP2 software modules fall into three stages from a software engineering point of view. The first 

stage is the experimental phase, where early results can be obtained; the second phase is the 

release as a standalone module that can be used in working environment; and the third stage is the 

integration of the modules in the REVEAL platform.   This deliverable aims to release as standalone 

software (i.e. phase two) a number of modules that have been released so far. Moreover, some of 

the modules have already reached the 3rd stage (see Table 1). 

1.1 WP2 Modules 

In the next table we report all the software modules that are related to WP2, as well as their status. 

Some of the modules are in prototype state, while others are released as a standalone version and 

form part of the D2.2, and finally some have already been integrated in the REVEAL platform. The 

3
rd

 column (Reported in D2.1) aims to tell whether it is completely novel module or whether it has 

already been described in the previous deliverable. The 4
th
 column, states whether and old module is 

reported again, with possible improvements. Naturally, new modules are reported in this column 

also.   

Table 1: Status of WP2 

# Module Name Reported 

in D2.1 

Reported 

in D2.2 

Released 

as 

standalone 

version 

D2.2 

Integrated 

in the 

Reveal 

Platform 

1 PServer (NCSR) yes yes yes yes 

2 Unsupervised Topic Sensitive 

Influence (ALBLF) 

yes yes yes yes 

3 Supervised Topic Sensitive Influence 

(NCSR) 

yes yes yes yes 

4 Multi-partite Community Detection 

(NCSR) 

yes yes yes yes 

5 User Roles(UKOB) yes no no no 

6 User Types (CERTH) yes yes yes yes 
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7 Contributor Alignment (ALBLF) yes no no no 

8 Community evolution Prediction 

(NCSR) 

no yes no no 

9 Trust (UKOB) yes no no no 

10 Duplicate user accounts (NCSR) no yes no no 

11 Gamification (SAG) yes yes yes Not 

applicable 

 

1.2 Contributions of the second year 

The second year had multiple activities, new modules were developed, and this refers to the 

implementation or design of new algorithms. Modules already reported in D2.1 were improved and 

finally a serious integration effort has been undertaken to make the modules compatible with the 

REVEAL platform. This is described in the next subsections. 

1.1.1 Brief description of new modules 

This is a brief description of the new modules, a detailed description followed by an experimental 

evaluation is to be found in sections 6.2 and 6.1. 

Duplicate user accounts: The duplicate user accounts phenomenon is a commonplace nowadays 

as people tend to have accounts in multiple social networks. Being able to identify the account of a 

user in a social network given his/her account in another social network can be very useful, as it 

contributes in the discovery of the presence modality. Once the presence of a user in two social 

networks is established, and given the level of his/her influence in one social network we could infer 

in the other. 

We experimented on LinkedIn and Twitter networks because they are both used mainly, though not 

exclusively, for professional purposes. Focusing on the journalism scenario of REVEAL, we formed 

our target group with well-known professionals. This module is described in the current deliverable. 

There are also some legal issues related to the deployment of this module on massive data sets. In 

particular the LinkedIn does not allow to obtain automatically obtain information on users, i.e. the 

usage of the LinkedIn API (Application Programming Interface) is allowed only under a partnership 

program, which is not active. Moreover, LinkedIn disallows the storage of users’ profiles. 

Community evolution prediction:  Communities represent the meso-scale structure of networks, 

and they are essentially a group of users that are strongly related as testified by the links between 

them. Essentially, all networks are temporal since new nodes might appear and new links may be 

formed. The ability to be able to predict whether a community will grow, shrink, continue or disappear 

is an important factor to determine the longevity of a community and eventually to estimate the 

spread of information. This module is also described in the current deliverable. 

1.1.2 Improvements on Existing modules 

Role analysis: Improvements to make it functional under a stream of data. Initially it is based on a 

sliding window. 
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User network profile classifier: The feature extraction step is complemented with a community 

weighting step that improves the representation of users in the feature matrix and the classification 

performance on a variety of datasets. It has been deployed as a Docker image for integration, and a 

success message is sent to RabbitMQ
1
 upon completion of an execution. Finally, in cases when no 

ground-truth labels are provided manually by an end user, we have implemented a process for 

automatically annotating popular Twitter users. This process is based on crowdsourcing Twitter list 

descriptions.  

Multi-partite community detection: This module has been made compatible with Twitter data sets, 

by pre-processing them, extracting named entities and subsequently creating a tri-partite graph that 

relates users to named entities and URLs. Moreover, this module has been evaluated under some 

statistical measures.  Finally, the module was re-written in Java to make it compatible with the rest of 

the REVEAL platform, and in addition a message is sent to RabbitMQ upon completion of the 

community detection process. 

Unsupervised Influence Detection: Various experiments were done with the teleportation 

parameter to limit the importance of users that post many tweets, but their tweets are not retweeted 

sufficiently.  Moreover, the weights in the retweet matrix have been altered so as to reflect the 

number of keywords on a given topic. In terms of evaluation, PageRank has been established as the 

base line. 

Supervised Influence detection: It has been evaluated under a recommendation task. Moreover, it 

has also been evaluated under a data set with a ground truth.  The module upon completion sends a 

message to RabbitMQ. 

Gamification Completion of a software prototype. Experimental investigation of the gamification 

during CEBIT 2015.  

1.3 Future challenges for the 3rd year 

In this section we aim to describe future work and future challenges that will be handled during the 

last year of the REVEAL project.  The work concerns the following issues: improvements of various 

sorts on individual modules, integration of the remaining modules in the REVEAL platform, 

implementation of the enterprise scenario. 

Trust: The trust module aims to discover the degree of trust between two users. Future work will 

concern the implementation and validation of trust based on traditional and agent based simulation. 

Features from the LiquidFeedback experiment will be engineered in order to find the ones applicable 

in Twitter. 

Source finder: The source finder module aims to find the original source of a Tweet. The cold topic 

finding will be implemented, and various thresholds will be set to discover when a topic changes. 

Community evolution prediction: We will try to make further predictions into the future about the 

evolution of communities. Moreover, we will try to discover the laws of the community evolution. 

User network profile classifier: We will perform further adaptations and improvements as needed, 

based on the feedback we get on this module’s performance and integration (e.g. handling of longer 

time windows for analysis). 

Multi-partite community prediction: It will be compared against other methods, such as the edge 

clustering algorithm. Moreover, we envisage an enhancement that will allow for overlapping 

community discovery.  

                                                           
1
 https://www.rabbitmq.com/ 
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Gamification: Discovery of the WP2 modules that can be used in the user interface of the enterprise 

scenario in order to support the aims of Gamification. 

1.4 Document structure 

The rest of document is structured as follows, in Section 2 we report briefly on the WP2 modules in 

order to highlight their functionality and to state whether they advance the state of the art, and in 

what way. In section 3 we provide an overview on user modeling, with an emphasis on the enterprise 

scenario. In section 4 we report on modules related to Task 2.1 (Contributor Profiles), in section 5 we 

report on modules related to Task 2.2 (analysis of communities around people and content), and in 

section 6 we report on modules related to Task 2.3 (contributor behavior analysis). Conclusions are 

drawn in section7. In APPENDIX A: Gamification Questionnaire, we refer to questionnaire that was 

used to evaluate the role of Gamification, and in APPENDIX B: Enactment of software modules, we 

provide details about running the standalone modules that are offered in the context of WP2 at this 

stage of the project. 
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2 Modules Innovation 

This section aims to provide a brief report for each WP2 module, where we also list possible 

innovations.  

Module Name Unsupervised Influence Delivery date June 2015 

Module Overview 

We use the PageRank vector on a graph of retweets/mentions to represent the influence of a user 
on a given topic: the nodes represent the users and the links represent a retweet or a mention 
between two users (only if the corresponding tweet contains some keywords representing the given 
topic). 

Based on existing work? (e.g. from other project or open source code) 

The D-Iteration or Fastrank algorithm has already been benchmarked in the Social Sensor project. 

Based on implementation of specific algorithms? (which? why?) 

Computes the Pagerank eigenvector of the matrix representing the directed graph of retweets and 
mentions. 

Innovation introduced 

We believe that our implementation based on the D-Iteration algorithm greatly improves scalability 
with a precise distance to the limit. 

We have tested using various weights according to the number of keywords from a topic present in 
the tweet, etc. But these do not allow us to run the algorithm as fast and the ranking obtained are 
very similar to the ones with the baseline pagerank. We deliver both methods so that the preferred 
one can be choosed after performing scalability tests. 

Is this considered a core innovation for the project? Why? 

This is not a core innovation as using variations of Pagerank to compute influence has already 
been documented, however its scalability may prove useful for near-real time implementations. 

What benchmarks will be used to evaluate the module performance? 

The module is expected to compute the pagerank vector 7 to 10 times faster than classical Jacobi 
(power-iteration) methods when not using any customization parameters, it is currently much 
slower in its customized version; so we will decide at integration time which version to use. 

Partners Involved and related WP/Task(s) 

ALBLF - T2.2 

 

Module Name Supervised Influence Delivery date February 2015 

Module Overview 

It is a supervised learning algorithm for identifying topic-sensitive influential users. Thus given a 
network of user interactions (e.g. mentions), the content they have produced, and a list of influential 
users the algorithm will be used to discover new topic sensitive influential users. 

Based on existing work? (e.g. from other project or open source code) 

No 

Based on implementation of specific algorithms? (Which? why?) 

Based on Supervised Random Walks, which is applied to link prediction.  

Innovation introduced 

Prior information about important users can be integrated in the discovery of further influential 
users, thus the knowledge of domain expert can be integrated in the influence discovery process. 
Moreover it integrates topical information and can identify influential users wrt a topic. This can be 
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valuable as a user’s influence varies according to a topic. 

Is this considered a core innovation for the project? Why? 

 Yes 

What benchmarks will be used to evaluate the module performance? 

Comparison with other state-of-the-art methods in different scenarios. 

Partners Involved and related WP/Task(s) 

NCSR Demokritos, WP2/T2.2 

 

Module Name Multi-partite Community Detection Delivery date July 2014 

Module Overview 

Discovers communities of users, keywords (and in particular named entities), and URLs. Thus each 
community comprises entities from all three of the aforementioned types. Consequently the users 
of the same community are thematically related. 

Based on existing work? (e.g. from other project or open source code) 

No 

Based on implementation of specific algorithms? (which? why?) 

Extension of a density based method for multi-partite networks 

Innovation introduced 

Scalability 

Is this considered a core innovation for the project? Why? 

Yes 

What benchmarks will be used to evaluate the module performance? 

Scalability 

Partners Involved and related WP/Task(s) 

NCSR “D”, WP2/T2.2 

 

Module Name Presence (duplicate accounts) Delivery date May 2015 

Module Overview 

Given a user’s first and last name in a social network it will try to discover whether the user has an 
account in another social network. Currently implemented for two social networks only. 

Based on existing work? (e.g. from other project or open source code) 

No 

Based on implementation of specific algorithms? (which? why?) 

It uses several established algorithms for string matching, topic matching, estimation of 
geolocation, and machine learning  

Innovation introduced 

 

Is this considered a core innovation for the project? Why? 

No 

What benchmarks will be used to evaluate the module performance? 

Accuracy of detecting a profile  
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Partners Involved and related WP/Task(s) 

NCSR “D”, WP2/T2.3 

 

Module Name Community evolution prediction Delivery date April 2015 

Module Overview 

It predicts the (near) future of a community, i.e. whether the community will grow, shrink, or 
disappear 

Based on existing work? (e.g. from other project or open source code) 

no 

Based on implementation of specific algorithms? (which? why?) 

Static Community Detection and Community similarity across time  

Innovation introduced 

Currently none 

Is this considered a core innovation for the project? Why? 

Yes, it is related to the diffusion of information 

What benchmarks will be used to evaluate the module performance? 

Accuracy of predictions 

Partners Involved and related WP/Task(s) 

NCSR “D”, WP2/T2.3 

 

Module Name User Network Profile Classifier Delivery date March 2015 

Module Overview 

Classifies contributors according to their relevance with respect to topics and/or interests based on 
their connections /interactions with other users of known topics/interests. 

Based on existing work? (e.g. from other project or open source code) 

No. Research and development began with FP7 REVEAL. However, the Python library scikit-learn 
[1]  was used for access to out-of-the-box classification algorithms. 

Based on implementation of specific algorithms? (which? why?) 

The Random Forest algorithm’s [2] implementation in the scikit-learn library was used for the 
classification step. The main innovation of this module was on the representation of users’ based 
on their social relations and not on the classification step. As such, the fast, parallel implementation 
of a reliable classifier was deemed necessary in order to avoid the extra development effort. 

Innovation introduced 

This module contains an implementation of a novel algorithm for representing users based on their 
social relations that leverages user-centric community detection. Thus, the classification is based 
on these social relations (e.g. subscriptions, replies, retweets) and not on textual information. A 
further innovation is the treating of the binary, community-based representation of users to 
supervised chi-squared feature weighting in order to improve highly predictive features. 

Is this considered a core innovation for the project? Why? 

Yes. This module uncovers user interests and related topics based on historical social interactions. 
This means that it makes inferences even for users that exhibit low posting activity and thus make 
very little textual content available, use informal language, brief messages or are multi-lingual. Our 
experiments have shown that meaningful results can be extracted from a cold-start from social 
interaction (mentions and retweets) samples gathered over the course of a single day. 
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What benchmarks will be used to evaluate the module performance? 

Extensive comparisons with recent, successful methods for graph representation (such as: the 
graph spectral approach Laplacian Eigenmaps [3] and the deep representation learning Deepwalk 
[4]). Furthermore, the evaluation has been performed on multiple social graph datasets, that have 
been formed in differing ways. For example: a YouTube channel subscription graph [5], a Flickr 
account contact graph [6] and a Twitter user account mention/retweet graph [7]. 

Partners Involved and related WP/Task(s) 

CERTH, WP2 / T2.1-T2.2 

 

Module Name Gamification concepts and tool Delivery date June 2015 (v1) 

Module Overview 

Modules for the CRM system Drupal, an open source framework (GNU general public license) 
using PHP and SQL DB.  
Those modules will 

a) Allow to give users a certain badge/score based on certain actions within a social media 
community 

b) Allow to give users a certain badge/score based on complex datasets of the user profiles 
c) Extend typical user information in social media communities with valuable information 

regarding the profile of a user 

Implement techniques to motivate people to give feedback to social media driven campaigns 

How is this module unique in contrast to what already exists in the market? 

There seems to be no Drupal modules available that have similar intensions 

Other EU/national projects (where it may be exploited) 

Currently not, but it might be the case in future projects. 

Exploitation plan 

Use in internal products resp. use to support the own enterprise community. 

Potential of joint Exploitation 

Module for Drupal will need access to other services, especially those delivering user profile data. 

Market Domains - Potential clients 

 

Is this considered a core exploitable product for the project. Why? 

 

Partners Involved and related WP/Task(s) 

SAG 
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3 User models in enterprise communities 

Preface: Social Collaboration and User Profiles 

With the falling prices and affordability of the internet access and smartphones and growing 

popularity of online and mobile services we are facing fundamental shifts in enterprises. Most of 

large corporations trying to utilize four forces, namely, cloud computing, mobile devices connectivity, 

Big Data, and social platforms to better support the information exchange, improve work productivity 

and better engage employees [8]. According to Microsoft Research, most of organizations are 

moving from a linear knowledge transfer distribution to dynamic participation by better sharing 

knowledge, working together, accelerating learning, and providing connected experience that 

empower groups of people to get tasks done [9]. In particular, enterprise social platforms, such as 

Yammer, already allow knowledge workers to collaborate to perform their daily tasks easier than 

ever [10]. 

However, according to recent Dialogue Consulting vendor comparison report, personalization, 

content recommendation and discovery functionality is often underrated and not getting enough 

attention [11]. Such features could, however, extremely reduce the amount of time invested in 

discovery of valuable information or finding best counterparts to pose questions. 

Every new community user has to register and create a profile, before getting access to community’s 

knowledge and starting a new conversation. Recent research efforts, mainly concentrated around 

social media and open source communities’ analytics and personalization have shown that good 

organized and up-to-date user profiles can successfully serve as a basis for content 

recommendation and discovery [12]. Based on own case study and interviews carried out during the 

initiation of the REVEAL research project [13], more than 90 percent of user profiles are missing 

critical features, such as personal details, skills, job title or occupation. Moreover, continuously 

changing features such as expertise and skills require an automated approach. NLP and Machine 

Learning offers great potential to improve the profile quality by helping to automate process of 

revealing user’s skills and expertise by continuously acquiring and analyzing community content. 

In this chapter we provide a quick overview of the problem of incomplete profiles and ways in which 

a novel combination of traditional user modeling approaches and tools can be applied to automate 

update of existing and inference of new profile features. In the course of the Reveal project we will 

develop and evaluate alternative approaches and propose new methods of profile features modeling. 

Our main contribution this year have been in collecting and studying Software AG corporate 

communities [1] of fourth largest software vendor in Europe [14] , surveying the state of the art in 

User Modeling and Expertise Identification [2] and prepare the evaluating performance of these 

methods by conducting practical experiments in context of enterprise communities [3]. 

Introduction to Communities 

According to recent study conducted by McKinsey, more than 1.5 billion people around the globe 

have an account on a social networking site, and almost one in five online hours is spent on social 

networks - increasingly via mobile devices. At least 72 percent of companies surveyed reported 

using social technologies in their businesses and 90 percent of those users reported that they are 

seeing benefits [15]. 

Pitney Bowes Inc. together with University of Maryland studied the early adoption and use of micro-

blogging in a Fortune 500 company and figured out that employees are using a variety of tools 

during the day to share information and acquire knowledge [16]. The study has shown that Twitter, a 

leading online social networking service, is primarily used to share information in short 140-character 

messages called "tweets". These messages are received by their followers, subscribed to accounts. 

One user may follow one or multiple accounts. Similar to Twitter, Yammer allows sharing information 

and content in short text messages, however, designed for enterprise, it mainly addresses 
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knowledge sharing. Disregarding of new trends, classical collaboration tools, due to long history, 

such as Instant Messengers for rapid communication and knowledge sharing forums and mailing 

lists [17] remain irreplaceable and serve as key methods of ad-hoc knowledge acquisition.  

Enterprise Communities 

Social collaboration enables enterprises to provide a platform for making connections among 

information workers regardless of location, time, or device and greatly accelerate employee training. 

Optimal usage of enterprise communities is a key factor for any digital enterprise that wants to 

maintain its collective memory and effectively utilize human resources. Participation in such 

communities must be simple and rewarding. It allows easy information sharing through functionalities 

such as groups, newsfeeds, search in the existing data (e.g. before ask questions already been 

answered or when looking for answers). 

Crucial for effective coloration is, however, cross-systems experts’ identification, which can be 

performed as an automated analytics task based on the created content. We believe that our 

research on user expertise identification contributes to all aspects mentioned, making knowledge 

and people discoverable to become right answer at the right time. At Software AG, currently, multiple 

separately hosted communities are used for dissemination and acquisition of knowledge and know-

how transfer by the same users. In the following chapters we review each of these sources 

separately, in particular, their goals, target groups, content and its usage in our research. 

 Software AG TECHcommunity Discussion Forums 

The TECHcommunity is the largest online community for Software AG. It is the central point 

for all kind of interests regarding Software AG software products. During the registration a 

user can choose between different channels, depending on its focus of interest. The 

channels are following the different main product lines of Software AG. There are several 

sub-communities following different product lines, e.g. the ARIS Community has more than 

371.700 registered users. The communities are the main place for end users, experts, 

developers, students, scientists to share their knowledge and getting useful information from 

others. 

 

 Yammer 

Yammer is the private and secure enterprise social network through which Software AG 

employees connect, collaborate and coordinate. It is used by the Software AG to create new, 

easily digestible streams of information that can bypass email inboxes completely. The tool 

also enables rapid discovery of answers on virtually any topic. A quick question can yield 

multiple answers from around the world in just minutes or hours. It is also used to manage 

and share discussions around projects, topics and within departments. 

 

 Software AG Professional Forums 

Software AG’s Professional Forums were launched back in 2001 and offered the opportunity 

for experts to ask and answer questions to various product-related topics, initiated with 

webMethods forum. After multiple acquisitions, the total number of forums has grown to 6 

and covers most of Software AG enterprise products, such as Adabas Natural, webMethods, 

Apama, Terracotta, ARIS, Alfabet and AgileApps. Since that time, the professional forums 

have grown steadily. Most posts on forums are published via Email (all emailed posts are 

automatically achieved as forum threads). 

Social media and professional communities 

Online social media and professional communities are widely used in corporate environment for 

various purposes. As our research mainly focuses on research of enterprise communities we’ll 

mainly deal with LinkedIn and Twitter primarily used as additional data and verification sources. 

 LinkedIn 
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LinkedIn is a business-oriented social networking service. The basic functionality of LinkedIn 

allows users (workers and employers) to create profiles and "connections" to each other in 

an online social network which may represent real-world professional relationships. Users 

can invite anyone to become a connection. By Software AG’s employees it is mainly used for 

professional networking. Most of the ~4400 employees have a profile on LinkedIn which 

usually contains information about person’s background, work experience, skills and 

interests. 

In our research, the information from LinkedIn profiles is mainly used as a source of truth 

and required for successful performance of experiments, further described in this report in 

the Chapter 3. In particular, we extract user professional experience and skills for 

verification. 

 

 Twitter 

Twitter is an online social networking service that enables users to send and read short 140-

character messages called "tweets" (Twitter Inc.). Registered users can read and post 

tweets, but unregistered users can only read them. Users access Twitter through the website 

interface, SMS, or mobile device app. 

Software AG employees having a Twitter account use it both, privately and professionally 

and post the information accordantly. We concentrate our efforts on enterprise community 

analysis, but due to cross-systems approach use Twitter as a data source and analyze 

users’ post together with other community data, as well as its profiles as a source of 

information verification. 

User Modeling and Expertise Identification  

Due to the rapidly changing nature of computers and mobile devices, as well as different purposes of 

an application, the definition of user modeling may vary. [18] sees user modeling more as a process 

of building user profiles from multiple sources containing information about a user to personalize 

computer interfaces. The inferred information can be, for example, represented to a user to support 

an application [19], used to effectively recommend content most relevant to a user [12] or design 

“social” functionality [20]. In our work, we see the user modeling as a process of building up or 

modifying a user model or a profile to provide a better customization and user experience to meet 

user's specific needs [21]. 

The User Modeling Conference's Reader Guide [22] identified the following purposes for user 

modeling: (a) helping the user find information, (b) tailoring information to the user, (c) adapting an 

interface to the user, (d) choosing suitable instructional exercises or interventions, (e) giving the user 

feedback about their knowledge, (f) supporting collaboration, and (g) predicting the user’s future 

behavior. 

A user model is a data structure containing information about a user U at a certain moment of time t 

[23]. The user characteristics, such as demographic information, interests, goals and tasks or 

background knowledge, may be explicitly provided by users themselves or can be inferred from the 

raw user data of U. The table below shows some more examples of characteristics can be inferred 

from observations about a user, its actions and activities: 

 

Type Description 

Demographic 

information 

Simple demographics can be used for a rough initial fine-tuning of the 

interface, such as localization. 

User goals and Used to satisfy user needs as effectively and efficiently as possible. 
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user tasks 

User 

background 

knowledge 

Concepts with which topics a user is already familiar with and which topics 

require additional explanation. 

User interests Used for determining the information, services or products that users are 

most likely to appreciate. 

User skills and 

capabilities 

The user's familiarity with the system and practical knowledge on how to 

interact with the system. 

User traits Personality factors, cognitive factors and learning styles. 

User mood Happy, stressed, relaxed, tense, afraid, motivated, bored, engaged, 

frustrated. 

 

The interpretation of a user models always depends on how its characteristics were inferred. In case 

of explicit models, in which much of information is added by specific actions on the part of system 

designers or users or directly provided by users, we deal with system’s representations of these 

characteristics. Implicit user models are built by a system on the basis of the normal interaction or 

from the raw data by applying statistical models and machine learning techniques, the corresponding 

elements of which are estimates from a system S. 

User models are also varying in lifetime and scope, depending on the type of user model and the 

function it fulfills. Possible variations: 

 

Type Description 

Short-term Short-term user models that are valid for a specific session or task 

Long-term Long-term user models that store knowledge, interests, demographics etc. 

Individual Individual user models store information about a single user 

Group Group models represent groups of users 

 

There are different design patterns for user models, though often a mixture of them is used. Some of 

most widely used User Modeling approaches are shown in the table below: 

Type Description 

Flat model The most basic model is a simple collection of variables and associated 

values. These variables can represent a variety of independent user 

characteristics, such as the user's demographics, the liking of certain 
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interface elements and knowledge on certain topics. These variables may 

be combined at will for adaptation decisions in the form of basic rules. 

An example rule might indicate that if a user's age is lower than eighteen 

and the user is female a selection of news items interesting to young 

females should be made. Due to the flatness of the model, it is hard to 

make more complex deductions. 

Hierarchical Allows some aspects of the user model to be regarded as higher level and 

more general than others. In contrast to that model, hierarchical structures 

represent user characteristics and relations between these user 

characteristics. 

A common hierarchical structure is a tree or a directed acyclic graph. The 

hierarchies are typically hand-crafted based on the domain knowledge of 

the designer. 

Logic-Based A more sophisticated yet more complicated approach is the use of logic-

based representation and reasoning. Rules are represented in first order 

predicate logic (FOPC). Special predicates and modal logic operators can 

be used for expressing the difference between observations and inferred 

assumptions and uncertainty of inferences. Dedicated logic programming 

languages such as Prolog can be used for reasoning. 

Stereotyping Stereotype user modeling was developed by Rich and extensively used in 

early adaptive systems [24]. It categorizes all users in a system into 

several groups, called stereotypes. If the characteristics of a user have 

changed, a different stereotype can be assigned to the user [19]. 

Stereotyping is particularly useful when a solid amount of statistical data 

of user groups is available. Example stereotypes: Beginner, Intermediate, 

Expert or Kid, Youngster, Adult or Senior. 

A stereotype user model contains one or more stereotypes, one or more 

triggers (used for assigning someone to a specific stereotype) for 

activating these stereotypes, and user data that is used as input for these 

triggers. Stereotype user models are particularly useful for quickly inferring 

the kind of user that a system is dealing with, and for providing 

adaptations specific to this kind of user. 

Example: In a SAG Tech Community, users with less than 20 posts are 

considered ‘novices’, users with 20-500 posts are considered 

‘intermediate users’, users with more than 500 posts are ’power users’. 

Domain Overlay An overlay user model represents a user’s knowledge, interests, goals, or 

other features as a subset of domain model, which reflects the expert 

knowledge of the subject [25]. 

This user model can be regarded as an overlay of the domain structure. 

For each item in the domain overlay model, certain attributes can be set 

representing the user's knowledge of, interest in or any other relation 

between the user and the item. 

User relevance User relevance modeling is about learn and infer probability that a given 

concept is relevant for a given user [26] and is widely applied to 
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modeling personalized information retrieval. 

 

The user modeling process can be separated into the following three tasks: 

 acquisition of user data 

 inference of knowledge from the data 

 representation of the user model 

Let’s take a look at each of these tasks separately. 

Acquisition of user data 

User data consists of events, content published by a user and observations on the user's interaction 

with the system that can either directly be used for adaptation of that need to be resolved to user 

characteristics. Here are some more details on data acquisition: 

Approach Description 

Direct input from 

the user 

User input is often gathered upon the first use of a system using forms or 

questionnaires. User input is also commonly gathered while the user 

interacts with the system. One possible option is that users make 

adaptations themselves by ordering lists, enabling or disabling options, 

dragging interface elements or by any other specific interaction with the 

system. Another option is that the user gives relevance feedback. In 

recommendation systems such as Movielens, feedback is an essential 

part of the system, as the recommendation process mainly relies on user 

ratings and reviews of movies. 

Inference from 

user actions 

In many cases users just want to start working on their tasks without first 

reading manuals, following an introductory tour or filling out forms. Many 

adaptive systems attempt to infer knowledge directly by unobtrusively 

monitoring the user interactions with the system. 

In this case users are not asked directly for their personal data and 

preferences, but this information is derived from their behavior while 

interacting with the system. The ways they choose to accomplish a tasks, 

the combination of things they takes interest in, these observations allow 

inferences about a specific user. The application dynamically learns from 

observing these interactions. Different machine learning algorithms may 

be used to accomplish this task. 

Hybrid approach This approach is a mixture of the ones above. Users have to answer 

specific questions and give explicit feedback. Furthermore, their 

interactions with the system are observed and the derived information are 

used to automatically adjust the user models. 
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The following user data can be of relevance when modeling a user profile: 

Approach Description 

Static personal 

data, 

demographics 

Information such as name, address, age, birthday, email address, gender, 

phone number, credit card information, education or  profession can be 

used for a rough initial fine-tuning of the interface 

Contacts and 

friends 

Friends' personal data, groups and group membership, chat logs 

Social Media User Ids or User Names for social media (e.g. Skype, Twitter, Facebook, 

LinkedIn, Xing) 

Login-Data (direct or via a token) for accessing the contents of the social 

media profiles 

Device 

Information 

System specs, display resolution, network speed and bandwidth, software 

and tools 

Location Position, direction, speed, vehicle 

Browsing-

History & 

Bookmarks 

Bookmark Folder, History, Search history, Ratings of pages, sites and 

other objects 

Learning actions Visited pages, Test scores, Number of test attempts, Time spent learning 

 

Expertise model inference 

Knowledge inference is the process of interpreting events and observations on a user  , making use 

of conditions, rules or other forms of reasoning, and the storage of the inferred knowledge in the user 

model. As previously discussed, many interactions contain meaning in themselves, such as page 

visits, bookmarking or saving actions, queries issued by the user and items inspected. Other 

interactions need to be combined or interpreted in order to become meaningful, such as key strokes, 

mouse clicks and eye gaze behavior. The assumption for knowledge inference is that user 

interaction with a system is predictable to a certain extent. 

We mainly focus on research around user modeling for expert identification in a community. Another 

common purpose of user skills and declarative knowledge modeling is for use in automatic software-

tests [27]. User-models can thus serve as a cheaper alternative to user testing. In general, for the 

inference of knowledge and expertise identification from the data the three generic approaches can 

be identified [23]: 

 

Method Description 

Detecting patterns in user behavior Useful when the aim of the adaptive system is to 

respond to recurrent behavior or to infer items 
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that may be of the user's interest. 

Matching user behavior with the 

behavior of other users 

Useful when a user behaves in a similar way to 

other users and is typically used for making 

recommendations involving items not seen 

before. 

Classifying users or hypermedia content 

based on user behavior 

Common applications include stereotyping and 

the modeling of user interests discussed in the 

previous chapter. 

 

Abel et al [28] proposed user modeling strategies to generate user profiles that reflect the interests of 

a user based on their microblogging activities streams to be used for content and news 

recommendations and suggests following generic model to be applied for representing user 

interests: 

The profile of a user     at a given timestamp time is a set of weighted topics where with respect 

to the given user   for each topic     its weight  (        ) is computed by a certain function   

 (      )  {(   (        ))     }, 

where   denotes the set of users while   denotes the set of concepts used to represent the topics of 

interests. 

Additionally to the suggested model, Abel et al made the weighting function  (        ) time-aware, 

i.e. the interest scores depend on the time frames for which the profile is requested. To facilitate the 

interpretation and processing of such user profiles, we typically normalize user profiles to make the 

sum of all weights in a profile equal to 1: 

∑  (         )   
    

 

With  ⃗(      ) he refers to  (      ) in its vector space model representation, where the value of 

the  -th dimension refers to  (         ). 

Resulting user profiles depend on chosen strategy, which in our context will consist of the following 

dimensions and its alternatives: 

Design dimension Design alternatives 

Topic modeling (i) Hashtag-based, (ii) Category-based, (iii) Entity-based, 

(iv) Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)-based, (v) Weekly-

supervised 

Temporal constraints (i) Specific time period(s), (ii) Temporal patterns (weekend, 

night, etc.), or (iii) No constraints 

Weighting scheme (i)   , (ii)       , (iii) Time-sensitive   , or (iv) Time-

sensitive        
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In our community-centric research, at this moment of time, we mainly focus on evaluation of 

performance of the following modeling strategies: 

 

(i) Hashtag-based topic modeling utilizes hashtags (e.g. #webMethods, #ARIS, #SOA) to 

represent individual user interests. The hashtag-based strategy represents a Yammer or 

TechCommunity post     via its hashtags  ⃗⃗  (          ), where    is the number of occurrences 

of a hashtag   and   denotes the total number of hashtags in  . 

To provide contextual information of posts and its tags, 

(ii) Category-based topic modeling classification can be applied, in which categories are extracted 

from community pages and related Web resources by utilizing various definitions or external services 

such as OpenCalais. 

(iii) The entity-based topic modeling exploits entities referring to more concrete topics of interest 

and can be used together with categories. For example, Yammer posts     are represented by a 

vector  ⃗  (          ), where    is the frequency of a word   in   and   denotes the total number of 

words in  . Each topic / thread     is represented by means of a vector  ⃗⃗  (          ), where    
represents the frequency of an entity within the thread,   is the label of the entity and   denotes the 

total number of distinct entities in the thread  . 

The entity-based strategy relates the Yammer post   (presented via bag of words) with the thread   

(represented via the labels of entities mentioned in  ), for which the        score is maximized: 
(   )    , where        . 

 

(iv) Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)-based topic modeling by Blei et al [29] typically used for text 

classification and identification of new content in a text corpus can be applied to infer user’s interests 

based on latent topics identification in large collection of tweets. The results typically represent all the 

terms and text snippets that a user mentioned in posts. 

 

(v) Weekly-supervised approach (distant supervision) typically used to extract user profile features 

from posts. LinkedIn is used as a distant source of supervision for extraction of their attributes from 

user-generated text. In addition to traditional linguistic features used in distant supervision for 

information extraction, our approach also takes into account network information, a unique 

opportunity offered by social media. 

User model representation 

There are multiple ways to represent the inferred profiles. Due to focus present focus on expertise 

identification we mainly use the following data formats for visualization and evaluation: 

 Attribute-Value Pairs  Lists or Bags 

 Probability Intervals  Rules 

 Booleans  Heuristics 

 Fuzzy Intervals  References to external objects 

 

Performance evaluation and practical experiments [3] 

Based on the dataset discussed in the introduction we’re currently building multiple versions of the 

knowledge profiles, in particular: 
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 Cross-systems hashtag-based knowledge profile 

 Category-based knowledge profile 

 Entity-based knowledge profile 

 LDA-based knowledge profile 

 Weekly-supervised knowledge profile 

and evaluating the effectiveness of these methods in real life by providing new features to the users 

of Software AG’s enterprise communities. For example, the inferred profiles will enable the 

enterprise community software to already identify best conversation partners when they start typing 

their question in the online form before submitting those to the publicity. Alternatively, depending on 

questions posed and content submitted, the community software will suggest the experts to follow to 

the users depending on their interests and skills they’re willing to develop. 
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4 Contributor profiles 

4.1 PServer  

4.1.1 Description of the Approach 

Contributor profiles are hosted in PServer
2
, because of the facilities it offers to support the 

aforementioned contributor profiles. PServer has been developed by NCSR “Demokritos”. It has 

been used for personalisation in a variety of fields including fashion, news, and books. PServer 

operates as a web service, accepting http requests and returning XML or JSON documents with the 

results. Therefore, PServer integrates well with the RESTful architecture envisioned for the REVEAL 

platform. PServer separates user modelling from the rest of the application and features a flexible, 

domain-independent data model that is based on four entities: users that are represented by some 

identifier; attributes that represent persistent user-dependent characteristics; features that are 

application-dependent characteristics, which may or may not attract user preference and user 

models.   

4.1.2 Early Experimental Results  

Next we illustrate some benchmark results regarding insertion times of PServer through http 

requests. These are preliminary measurements, on a random dataset so as to provide an indicative 

estimation of PServer’s speed. More experiments will be conducted in order to obtain a more precise 

evaluation of PServer’s efficiency. PServer was installed in a machine with a 2-core processor and 8 

GB of RAM. Below you can see the estimated number of insertions per second and the time elapsed 

for each insertion for three different experimental settings. For each experiment we set a number of 

attributes and features of a specific length for each user. The insertion times are measured for 

attributes, features and users. 

 

Table 2: The settings for each experiment 

Settings Attributes Features  Users Parallel 

Requests 

Average 

String 

Size 

Average 

Attributes 

per User 

Average 

Features 

per User 

setting1 10 100  1000 8 4 5 5 

setting2 10 10  1000 8 7 5 5 

setting3 10 100  1000 8 7 5 50 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2
 http://pserver-project.org/en  

http://pserver-project.org/en
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Table 3: Number of insertions per second 

 Insertions/Second 

Category setting1 setting2 setting3 

Attributes 8.4 6.9 8.1 

Features 9.7 6.7 7.8 

Users 8.4 7.3 5.1 

 

 

Table 4: Number of seconds per insertion 

 Seconds/Insertion 

Category setting1 setting2 setting3 

Attributes 0.11905 0.14493 0.1234 

Features 0.10309 0.14925 0.12821 

Users 0.11905 0.13699 0.19608 

 

4.1.3 Module Deployment and Interaction 

PServer's implementation has been done with the Java programming language and without any 

usage of operating system API, and is usable under any known operating system that has a port of 

Java virtual machine version 1.5+.  Information about installing and running the module can be found 

in APPENDIX B: Enactment of software modules, and also in http://www.pserver-project.org/. 

PServer needs a RDBMS to store its data and specifically MySQL (version 5+), which is a very 

mature, open source, and has a version for all the known operating systems software. Furthermore, 

to be platform independent, PServer is designed to communicate over HTTP protocol. Applications 

can make simple HTTP requests that contain the parameters of the request, and gather results 

through XML documents. This is pretty much the same way that RESTful web services work, but it is 

even “lighter”. 

Input 

 Contributors’ data using HTTP requests 

Output 

 XML or JSON documents 

 

http://www.pserver-project.org/
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The deployed PServer will interact through http requests with most of the modules in WP2 and store 

the collected information. When requested, again through http requests, PServer will return 

information in XML or JSON format. This workflow is depicted in the following diagram. 

 

 

4.2 Gamification/Crowdsourcing  

4.2.1 Theoretical background 

4.2.1.1 Terms and definitions 

As mentioned in deliverable 2.1, Sebastian Deterding published one of the most used definitions in 

the literature. He defines gamification “as the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” 

[30]. This definition should be applied again in the following chapter. 

In the context of gamification, two further terms come along: crowdsourcing and serious games. 

There is no abrupt distinction between them. However, crowdsourcing is made up of crowd and 

outsourcing. We define it as “the practice of obtaining needed services, ideas, or content by soliciting 

contributions from a large group of people and especially from the online community rather than from 

traditional employees or suppliers“ [31].  Serious Games are real games. Zyda defines serious 

games as “a mental contest, played with a computer in accordance with specific rules that use 

entertainment to further government or corporate training, education, health, public policy, and 

strategic communication objectives“ [32].  

In the following research we focus on gamification elements. But there are also certainly aspects of 

crowdsourcing, especially when it comes to the survey (see section 4.2.3). In principle, serious 

games would be suitable for verifying user profiles as well, but are not planned at the moment. 
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4.2.1.2 Motivation theories in the gamification approach  

In our last findings about Software AG´s gamification initiatives, we stated that although the 

gamification initiatives are relatively numerous and successfully implemented in the past, the data 

obtained are neither suited for our project purposes nor collected or evaluated. However, other 

implemented gamification initiatives showed us the great potential of gamification to catch the 

attention of users and motivate them, and finally, to gather data for contributor profiles [33]. One 

important step towards motivate users or potential customers to take part in gamification is to have a 

more detailed insight into user´s psychology and behaviour. The goal of the following chapter is to 

summarize the key findings of fundamental theories of psychology and concepts concerning 

motivation and user behaviour. 

Gamification attempts to use the motivational power of games in order to promote persistence, 

participation, and achievements [34]. The motivation of users in gamification concepts is the most 

important metric for its success [35]. According to this, this section provides a theoretical background 

on the intersection of psychological concepts, especially regarding motivation, behaviour, social 

interaction, and personality of users. While each area for its own reaches a wealth of research 

insight, the connection between them received only modest research attention. Following, 

gamification concepts should harness a combination of psychological and user design experience 

concepts for motivation [34]. The proper implementation of gamification concepts requires as 

prerequisite a deep understanding and fluency of those background concepts.  

There are different ways psychology looks at the motivation and engagement of game elements: 

Behaviourism looks at the external behaviour of individuals. It is assumed that every stimulus 

triggers a certain reaction, according Ivan Pavlov, or J.B. Skinner. The second one is Cognitivism, 

analysing the feelings and thoughts of individuals. The third one is Social Psychology studying the 

social interaction between individuals. Within this direction of psychology, the social status definition 

through comparison with other individuals is one important key element.  In this section, we provide a 

short introduction to the most important psychological concepts and theories, each dealing with 

motivation in the gamification approach. 

Extrinsic and Intrinsic Motivation  

First, motivation first needs to be defined. Motivation is demonstrated by an individual’s choice to 

engage in an activity and the intensity of effort or persistence in that activity [36]. There are two 

subtypes of player’s motivation: extrinsic and intrinsic motivation [37]; [38]). According to Deci and 

Koestner, intrinsic motivation refers to motivation driving an individual to perform or complete a task 

for the enjoyment of the task itself. This type of motivation fosters enjoyment, engagement, and 

creativity when performing tasks of the game [35].   

Flow  

The player achieves a very positive form of intrinsic motivation by the mental state named “Flow”. It 

describes the optimal engagement of an individual playing games or learning. Psychology professor 

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi introduced this kind of happiness that he named “Flow” [39].  Flow is the 

mental state of operation in which a person performing an activity is fully immersed in a feeling of full 

involvement, and enjoyment in the process of the activity. This state is characterized by complete 

absorption in what one does [40]. This mental state is one of the fundamental reasons for people 

playing games. It is the “optimal experience” in that one gets to a level of high gratification from the 

experience [40]. If a game is not challenging, it quickly becomes boring. The same happens if a 

game is swamping its players.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_Pavlov
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B._F._Skinner
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As the player’s skills increase, naturally so must the requirements of the game. Otherwise constant 

flow would be jeopardized. Additionally, it is necessary the player get immediate feedback or reaction 

for his/her actions. In sum, flow occurs if all of the following conditions are given: clear goals, balance 

between challenges and the player´s skills and immediate feedback for the player. This balance is 

referred to as the flow channel, shown as the yellow area in Figure 1. 

Extrinsic Motivation  

Extrinsic Motivation drives the person to perform or complete a task to earn an external reward or 

avoid a punishment. External rewards can be tangible items like levels, points, badges or intangible 

constructs like social status, respect, and appreciation. According to several literature sources, 

extrinsic motivation is the more common used of both. There are different research findings about 

the advantages and disadvantages of using solely extrinsic rewards in gamification: on the one hand, 

it could have a huge negative effect on motivation by undermining free-choice and self-reported 

interest in the given task (see [41], [42]). Extrinsic motivation can also reduce existing intrinsic 

motivation, e.g. if the person recognized that the play is turning its status from "playing" into "work." 

[35].  On the other hand, extrinsic rewards can motivate people to complete disengaging tasks that 

will then increase intrinsic motivation. According to [34], recent study results of badge system 

suggest that negative aspects are mostly attributable to poor design [36]. 

Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation in the Context of Gamification 

Usually, gamification combines both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation; on one hand using extrinsic 

motivation elements such as rewards (e.g. levels, points, badges) while striving to raise feelings of 

achieving mastery, autonomy, sense of belonging as intrinsic motivation (social component). In [43] 

a comprehensive theory was presented: the Self-Determination Theory. This theory covers a 

spectrum of motivations from extrinsic, through social, to intrinsic, (see Figure 2). 

Following the Self-Determination Theory, at one extreme of the spectrum, one could place extrinsic 

motivation, the focus of Expectancy Value Theory and Skinner’s Reinforcement Theory. These 

theories define motivation as the performing of actions or behaviours that induce extrinsic rewards 

[43]. On the other end of the spectrum, we find needs based theories, e.g. the focus of Maslow’s 

Hierarchy of Needs, Atkinson’s Need Achievement Theory, Bandura’s Self-Efficacy Theory, and the 

Goal Setting Theory. Theories in the middle of the spectrum explain the social motivation of games: 

Figure 1: Mental states in terms of challenge level and skill 
level; based on Csikszentmihalyi, M., Finding Flow, 1997. [40] 
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e.g. Festinger’s Social Comparison and Personal Investment Theory (PIT). The author of [34] 

identified among all the psychology research findings “[…] the Deci and Ryan’s (2008) Self-

Determination Theory as a comprehensive theory since it encompasses both intrinsic and extrinsic 

motivations on a continuum from internal to external motivation [44]” [34, p. 24]. 

 

Figure 2: Model of motivation in games (based on Ryan & Deci, 2000b and Vassileva, 2012) [34] 

A complete review of these theories is outside the scope of this introduction chapter. Further sources 

about the highlights of the theories can be found in the references. A mapping of the theories with 

implemented reward elements gives also gives [34] in the following figure: 

 

 

Figure 3: Theoretical base of incentives and rewards [34] 
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The FOGG Behavioral Model 

Another concept for motivation as key for activation of users is the “FOGG Behavioral Model” (FBM) 

from JB Fogg [45].  JB Fogg studied the concept of persuasive technology [45] and how systems can 

be designed to impact the user also on an affective level. He proposed the FBM (see Figure 4): The 

model comprises three elements that must converge at the same time: Motivation, Ability, and 

Trigger. When a certain behavior does not occur, at least one of those three elements is missing. 

 

 

Figure 4: The Fogg Behavioral Model [46] 

 

The FBM outlines three Core Motivators (Motivation), six Simplicity Factors (Ability), and three type 

of Triggers. The subcomponents define the larger elements. For example, in the FBM the word 

“Ability” refers to the how the six Simplicity Factors work together in the context of a Trigger“ [46]. For 

a detailed overview about this construct, see http://www.behaviormodel.org/.  

Player types 

In order to understand why people play games, Richard Bartle identified in his “Bartle test” four 

player personality types by studying players of the Multi-User Dungeon (MUD) game in 1960s [47], 

laying on two axes: 

http://www.behaviormodel.org/
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Figure 5: Player Types Overview, slightly modified and based on Bartle [47] 

 

1. Achievers: This player type is driven by extrinsic motivation. The main goals are points gathering, 

rising in levels and gaining high status.  

2. Explorers: This player is driven to find out as much as he can about the virtual construct – 

including mapping its geography and understanding the game mechanics (intrinsic motivation). 

3. Socializers: use the game to converse and role-play with their fellow gamers (a mixture of extrinsic 

and intrinsic motivation).  

4. Killers: wants to impose themselves on others. They use the game to cause distress on other 

players, and gain satisfaction from in inflicting anxiety and pain on them (extrinsic motivation).  

Interim Conclusion and Effectiveness of Presented Engagement Elements for ARIS 

Community 

According to [34], the integration of game elements in non-game environments can be found in many 

different forms:  common implementations use ownerships (such as points, tokens and badges), 

achievements (a representation of accomplishment), status (computing and displaying a rank or 

level) and collaboration (challenges that can be resolved by working together) [43]. Unfortunately, it 

is not easy to predict the effect of these design elements on individuals. One reason for this is that 

individuals have differing views as to what constitutes rewards vs. punishments. Differing views have 

largely to do with the individuals intrinsic needs, the worth an individual has given such needs, and 

the goals that they have set for themselves. Additionally, how strongly the individual wants to 

compare his/herself with other individuals: “Understanding human drivers, beliefs, and emotions is 

important to the design of reward systems in order to achieve desired outcomes“ [34, p. 37]. 

Inferences can be drawn by combining engagement elements with the psychological theories from 

[34] shown in Figure 3: Theoretical base of incentives and rewards , which answers, for example, 

how users can be motivated in a game context and which essential needs can/should be addressed 

(intrinsic, social, extrinsic motives). Due to the fact that Software AG´s ARIS Community has more 

than 371.700 users, we have different target groups and there is no homogeneous picture of all 

users. However, the knowledge about users and their needs is an essential principle in the Customer 

Relationship Management (CRM) of enterprises. We identified the following users: Besides the main 
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part of business users, the community consists of students, faculty members, researchers, single 

end-users, and more. Due to this fact, we can also identify different player types who prefer different 

gamification incentives. As conclusion, we prefer to use, is a mixture of different gamification 

elements/ incentives. The result is presented in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.6. 

The presented engagement theories not only have a deep impact to the engagement of our 

community users but also in the motivational aspect of our experiment described in chapter 1.1.6 

“Questionnaire campaign”.  

4.2.1.3 Process Modell for Gamification Systems  

We decided to follow the way mentioned in a Deloitte Review [48]. It explains a way how gamification 

could be implemented in a general case. The authors identify common steps and elements for 

gamification. 

 

1. Identify the goals 

This is the first step including an explanation which problem you want to solve with the new 

gamification tool. This step consists also of a literature review about other solutions and 

competitors. 

2. Build-Up 

a. What are you trying to accomplish? 

In this step it is necessary to concrete what the project should accomplish. This could be 

a similar solution to an existing system or something new. 

b. Who is the audience? 

Because different people need different solutions, there should be a clear plan 

concerning the target group. This is very important, because later on, we need a fitting 

solution for most users. 

3. Design the solution 

a. How does the design maintain authenticity? 

“The goal is not to ‘game’ or manipulate the target audiences, but rather to mesh 

behavioural science with social technologies to increase the interaction and engagement 

with audiences” [49]. In order to do so, it is necessary to create an environment where 

the user want to be active and create content. 

b. Who should help? 

In this task it is necessary to build a multi-disciplinary team to create a thematic, social, 

user friendly and bugless environment. 

c. How does the system track the behavioural data? 

In most cases this is a manual process where no humans can interact, e.g. when the 

system track the data in a database. 

4. Measuring results and improving process 

a. How will you track effectiveness? 

In this step the system analyses the data to get information about the user or the 

environment of a user or the system. This could be special information about a user or 

something about the system like how many users create content. 

b. What is your plan for updating and creating new content? 

“Frequent addition of new content may keep users engaged for a longer period of time” 

[49]. To do so, it is necessary to change the configuration of the system and create new 

tasks or new contests, from time to time, to keep the user engaged. 

We followed these steps also to create the gamification prototype in the ARIS Community. So, all 

steps are covered in the particular steps of the gamification prototype. 

4.2.2 Basic conditions for Gamification Model in the Enterprise Field  

Knowing your users and what they want is an essential principle in the customer relationship of 

enterprises. Companies have long ago realized that it is a great way to connect with customers and 
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reward them for the use of their service. By introducing rewards to somebody’s business you are 

essentially creating a game for customers to play. By transforming somebody’s business into a game 

through rewards you can get people itching to come back for more and get them talking about your 

brand [50].  

According to Rauch [51] gamification can help enterprises achieve business needs such as: 

 spurring innovation  

 engaging external communities  

 increasing engagement, adoption, learning, and loyalty 

 increasing revenue from software trails 

 raising efficiency and quality of service  

 helping the enterprise staying competitive within the industry 

 meeting customer expectations 

 reducing time and costs 

 increasing return on investment 

 driving profits 

 

All these points indicate that gamification belongs to one of the strategies to engage people and 

connect them with field professionals. 

Due to the fact Software AG is customer- and market-oriented it’s therefore primarily focused on the 

object to continually deliver and improve the best products and services to its customers. This also 

means that all activities aim to grow in revenue and profit. In our case, therefore all activities in social 

media pursue this goal and implementing gamification match the business objectives. And in case of 

this research project there is a way to combine and integrate gamification elements with the mini-

scenarios described in Deliverable 1.1 [33].  

4.2.3 The gamification model in the ARIS Community 

4.2.3.1 Gamification Elements 
Table 5: Badges 

Type Name Description (realized ) Icon 

    

Starting Beginner user logs on 
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Onboarding Who are you? user starts filling out 

his profile 

 

 How do you look 

like? 

user adds a picture 

 

 Ready-Set (go!) user fills out his profile 

almost entirely 

 

Blogger Story Teller User is involved in 

discussions with his 

postings and 

comments. He or she 

contributes to problem 

solutions, he or she 

further posts 

comprehensive 

contributions. 

Depending on the type 

of the contributions the 

name of the badge 

differs. In this category 

it’s possible to award 

badges for comments, 

problem solutions, 

stories (e.g. 

storyteller), paper, 

innovations… 

 

 Answer Hero  

 …  

 …  

Leader  This badge is oriented 

to the structure of the 

ARIS Community, 

more precisely to 

product platforms or 

topics. A leader is 

awarded for one year. 

 

 Topic Leader The badge is awarded 

for five contributions to 

a specific topic.  

 

 Product Expert The badge is awarded 

for five contributions to 

different products 

 

 Community 

Leader 

The badge is awarded 

for a mix of five 
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different contributions.  

Event 

Participation 

 

Attendees Own Events:  

Innovation World  

Innovation Days 

User Group 

Conferences 

CeBIT 

et al. 

 

External Events 

 Speaker Own  Events  

External Events 

 Keynote Speaker Own  Events  

External Events 

 Proposals Own  Events  

External Events 

External Events 

 Innovation 

Contest Winner 

Own Events  

External Events 

 Idea Contest  Own Events (e. g. 

Innovation World, 

CeBIT) 

 

External Events 

 

This table serves as an initial approach for a reward system. It may be adapted, changed or 

completed at all times. Furthermore, it is planned that this system is tested in practice – by internal 

social media activists on the one hand and in the form of short surveys (see section 4.2.6). 

Points and levels 

Points are generally used as rewards. A point can be a prize itself, but very often points cumulate 

towards a prize. Both users and game designers can benefit from the feedback points give [52]. For 

competing players, points are a way of score keeping and defining winning states. Outside 

competitive setting, points can be used to show the player his or her progress in the game, for 
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example, points can cumulate towards level thresholds. Game designers can improve the game 

based on the feedback [53]. 

In ARIS Community, for each badge, points are awarded. With a certain number of points users 

reach a certain level (s. Table 7). At the moment we assign a badge to a certain activity, so-called 

challenges. These badges in turn bring a certain number of points.  For instance, if a user 

participates in CeBIT he will get a badge which brings 100 points. At the moment we are 

contemplating about the process that user go through to announce a participation or an activity (e.g. 

“speaker”) in an event. This process has to be implemented later on. With a certain number of points 

the user reaches a level. These levels help to assign a user to a special experience group. 

Table 6: Badges in ARIS Community 

Badges 

Name Icon Points 

Like 

 

50 

Starting 

 

20 

Onboarding 1 

 

50 

Onboarding 2 

 

50 

Onboarding 3 

 

50 

Event (e.g. CeBIT) 

 

100 
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Table 7: Level System in ARIS Community 

Levels Points 

1 100-499 

2 500-999 

3 1000-… 

 

4.2.3.2 Gamification elements in the Mini-Scenarios 

The following section will illustrate various aspects of the use of gamification elements in the mini-

scenarios. 

a. “Newbies” 

Gamification elements offer an easy introduction to the new world of ARIS products for Newbies. 

First time visitors directly recognize that they are faced with a surrounding of elements of surprise 

and experiences of fun. One might go so far as to argue that gamification could wash away any fears 

to complex products. Fun and a feel-good-atmosphere could rather motivate newbies moving in the 

community longer and filling out their profiles almost entirely. And we must not forget that getting first 

time visitors to return, however, can be a challenge. Gamification can make this easier by providing 

incentives for return-visits in the form of rewards or social recognition. 

b. “Customer Relation”, “Support”, and “Discussions” 

The scenario “Customer Relation” describes the idea that an existing customer is searching for a 

solution for a specific problem in his enterprise processes. Likewise, the scenario “Support” 

assumes, that an existing customer detects a bug in a product and posts it in the ARIS Community. 

People from support contact the contributor and forward it to the development where a new patch is 

provided in the end. Regarding this, he or she is posting a respective comment in the ARIS 

Community. Probably products of Software AG would provide a solution. Other customers could 

benefit from it. For that reason Software AG is very interested in motivating customers to contribute 

with solutions. Therefore – this applies to both scenarios – the badge “Answer hero” (see the table 

below) can be awarded. He or she is the one who “solved the problem”. This kind of incentive could 

increase the collaboration between the customers. Not only for collaborations but also for stimulating 

or participating in discussions, badges could be the ideal motivating element. In the scenario 

“Positive discussions” we assume, that a new product has been released and marketing needs to 

generate community traffic and to cause positive feedback und could use badges as incentives. In 

the interest of driving collaboration and discussions, cultivating ideas, and solving technical problems 

would be the goal of such a gamification element. 

c. Innovation gathering 

Brian Burke, an analyst at Gartner Group gives gamification an important role to drive innovation. He 

says, that gamification can motivate people to share their ideas within a community, vote up the best 

ideas, and encourage people to build upon the ideas of others. It is a collaborative, crowdsourced 

approach to innovation, which invites people to pull in the same direction and take part in something 

larger than themselves.“ [54]. Software AG believes that gamification could be a way to encourage 
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the sharing of knowledge and collaboration between community members and use it as a doorway to 

innovation. Trendsetter, topic and thought leader could be identified much easier. 

d. Event 

Earning a badge for event participation could be an incentive to prove as an expert. Here you can 

differ from own and external events and you can differ the kind of participation. Is he or she only a 

participant or does he or she play a special role in the event?  For instance, someone could be 

awarded for his role as a keynote speaker, someone for an adopted paper. Once identified you can 

discover expertize and skills. 

e. Analysts 

The purpose of this scenario is to identify the analyst in all media to keep in contact to him or her and 

identify early trends. But analysts demand payment for their contributions. That is the reason why 

gamification elements are not suited for this target group. 

4.2.4 Implementation Using the Example of a “Thought Leader” 

User Profiles in the ARIS Community  

In the chapter “The gamification model in the ARIS Community (see section 4.2.3), we described the 

incentives and motivation elements we want to use for our experiment in the ARIS Community. In the 

experiment Software AG decided to implement the following elements of incentives: level and 

badges, based on points for each activity of the community users. Since the technical 

implementation of those badges, levels and points is an ongoing process, not all described badges 

are implemented yet. Additionally, there will also be room to extend or adapt the badge type or range 

in the course of the experiment if we recognize a need for it.  

We started with the following badges first: Like, Starting, Onboarding 1, Onboarding 2, 

Onboarding 3 and Event Participation. As best practice example, we now show you through an 

ARIS community profile how we proceed in the usage of these motivation elements and how we 

implemented badges, levels and points (see Table 6 and Table 7).  

Each of these badges is subdivided into different kind and stages of activities. Furthermore, for each 

badge, points are awarded. With a certain number of points users reach a certain level. All badges 

and the actual level status are shown in the profile. In section 4.2.3, we explained why we choose 

these three elements and that we also decided to open the system for adding or removing elements 

in an ongoing process at any time.  

We now explain the assignments of each motivation elements with the community profile of Mr. 

Rune Becker. Rune Becker is a long-time employee in product management of Software AG and 

dedicated to ARIS. You can see in his profile that he has a great involvement in contributing in the 

community. That´s also a reason why we decided to take his profile for the experiment.     
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Figure 6: Profile of Rune Becker, social media activist & ambassador for Software AG, Source ARIS Test Community, last 
accessed 2015-05-18 

 

Rune Becker´s activities resulted in the following badges: 

Starting Beginner user logs on 

Onboarding Who are you? user starts filling out his profile 

 How do look like? user adds a picture 

 Ready-Set( go!) user fills out his profile almost entirely 

Event 

Participation 

 

Attendees Own Events:  

Innovation World  

Innovation Days 

User Group Conferences 

CeBIT 

et al 

 

Since Rune´s regularly contributions he earned Level 3 with in sum 1104 community points. 

For each post a user receives 10 points, 1 point for a comment and the additional points for all 

badges. For Rune we can calculate the points, shown in the following diagram. 
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 Number of posts:   33 => 330 Points 

 Number of comments:  454 => 454  Points 

 Points for all Badges:  => 320  Points 

 Sum        1104  Points 

Figure 7: Calculation of Points 

 

4.2.5 Gamification Use Case Diagram 

The following picture shows the interaction of the different activities in the system. Badges where 

only assigned when a user fulfil a task (e.g. create a post) so they are dependent on the posts, 

comments and the profile of the user. The level system has a dependency to the user points 

because a user reaches a certain level when a defined level border (see Table 7) is reached. The 

points depend on the activities of the user (post, likes and profile), e.g. when the user filled all fields 

and upload a user picture he receives the three “Onboarding Badges” and the corresponding number 

of points (see Table 6). All gamification elements could also be assigned manual by a system 

administrator through the administrator backend. At this point in time there is no activity which 

assigns badges from an external source, e.g. when REVEAL identifies a leader in the community he 

can receive a leader’s badge. This should work in the final system. 

 

Figure 8: Use Case Diagram of the Gamification system 

 

4.2.6 Questionnaire campaign  

As announced in Deliverable D2.1, Software AG has started an experiment which deals with 

gamification in ARIS Community and with the purpose of  
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 getting a feeling for the user behaviour in the ARIS community specially concerning profile 

expansion and validation 

 attracting users or potential customers to ARIS Community 

 collecting data for contributor profiles 

 detecting first-level and higher-level modalities for REVEAL 

 creating a time-saving process model for gamification initiatives 

First, Software AG arranged a brainstorming session with the members of the REVEAL project. 

There, we gathered ideas for profile data collection. As a result we take the following occasions into 

account: 

 survey at CeBIT 2015 

 online surveys in ARIS Community and internal medial 

 surveys at ARIS training courses 

 survey at customer events 

 survey at members of ARIS User Groups 

The second aspect we had to decide in this brainstorming session was to collect some incentive 

ideas. We discussed different kinds of incentives like tickets for own or external events, participation 

in training courses, vouchers, attractive electronic devices, giveaways etc. It would lead to far to 

describe all prospective events and incentives, because, at the moment, we just started with the first 

interview activity. It is more advisable to describe only the following accompanying event measure 

and to refer to the next deliverable when we will certainly be a step further with our findings, 

originating from the experiments. 

Survey at CeBIT 2015 in Hanover 

From March 17 to 18 2015, two project members attended the CeBIT 2015 in Hanover. There they 

invited CeBIT visitors to take part in a social media verification survey. It aimed to raise and address 

questions about experiences of end users with enterprise community solutions, especially Software 

AG’s ARIS Community. The questionnaire (see Appendix 9) has been focused on filling out and 

completing profiles in communities, combined with gamification elements like badges. As an 

incentive and reward for participating in the survey, attractive prizes – namely fitness trackers and 

VR headsets – could be won. 

To attention on the trade fair, Software AG posted an invitation in ARIS Community and on REVEAL 

website. Software AG colleagues, who were talked to ARIS customers or prospects, were informed 

about the campaign and invited their visitors to participate in the survey. Furthermore, postcards 

attracted the participants and pointed out the attractive prizes (see figure 9). 
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Figure 9: Advertisement postcard 

  

At the moment the evaluation process is still ongoing, so that we are not able to make concrete 

statements about the results of the survey. We would prefer to confine ourselves to the following 

preliminary conclusions and tendencies: 

 approximately 90 % of the participants did not know the community so far, 

 among the participants most had a high affinity for technologies, 

 60% believe that badges are an appropriate way to find out whether somebody or the 

content is trustworthy. 

As a next step we intend to run an online survey in ARIS community and during ARIS training 

courses. We will continue to report on the findings in the next deliverable.  

4.2.7 Module Deployment 

The current prototype is running in our test community. We integrated some new Drupal3 Modules 

and adapted the ARIS Community to fulfil several needs of our use case. Information about running 

this module can be found in APPENDIX B: Enactment of software modules. 

4.2.7.1 Database tracking 

We implemented a REST interface to make our data accessible for all partners. All important dates 

are accessible. The interface is implemented with a Drupal module called Services [55] and a self-

implemented integration Module for all requests to the Database. With this data it should be possible 

to receive a good analysis and to award users which reach one of the modality scores (e.g. a user 

who is a leader will be awarded with the leader badge). 

                                                           
3
 Drupal is the community system on which our ARIS Community based. 
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The data from the ARIS Community is accessible over the following URLs. Default output is an xml-

sheet. It is also possible to get a Json-sheet by adding .json to the URL
4
  

In addition it is possible to configure the number of entries per page by adding the argument count in 

the request URL
5
. If the server cannot find this argument it uses the default value 100.000. 

Below are some examples for request with different attributes: 

 http://wp12123627.server-

he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_unikob/retrieve?page=1&type=user 

This request delivers the first page of an xml sheet of all users. 

<item> 

<uid>1</uid> 

<name>admin</name> 

</item> 

Uid is the unique user id and name is a unique user name. 

 http://wp12123627.server-

he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_unikob/retrieve?page=2&type=post 

This request delivers the second page of an xml-sheet of all posts in the ARIS Community. 

The corresponding answer-sheet includes html-code of the Drupal nodes in some fields (e.g. 

body_value) which could cause syntax errors in some parsers. 

<item> 

<nid/> 

<cid>19461</cid> 

<reply_to>9710</reply_to> 

<comment_to>0</comment_to> 

<indicator>1</indicator> 

<created>1431874438</created> 

<uid>2429</uid> 

<body_value>&lt;p&gt;Check your mailbox &amp;quot;&lt;a 

href="mailto:info@bps.org.ua" style="margin: 0px; padding: 0px; 

color: rgb(0, 0, 0);</body_value> 

<body_summary/> 

</item> 

o nid: unique id of this post 

o created: unix timestamp when the post was created 

o initial: indicator value, if the post is a root node (1), a comment to a root node (2) or 

a reply to a comment (3) 

o comment_to: if the post is a comment or a reply, the id of the root node (nid) 

o uid: the unique user id of the user who created this post 

These requests return a list of users and user posts. Per page there are 100.000 entries. In this case 

nid and initial is a combined primary key, because comments and nodes have independent keys (nid 

for nodes and cid for comments). 

 http://wp12123627.server-

he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_atc/retrieve.json?page=1&type=post 

                                                           
4
 (e.g. http://wp12123627.server-

he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_unikob/retrieve.json?page=1&type=user). 

5
 (e.g. http://wp12123627.server-

he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_unikob/retrieve?page=1&type=user&count=1 (default is 100.000) 

http://wp12123627.server-he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_unikob/retrieve?page=1&type=user
http://wp12123627.server-he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_unikob/retrieve?page=1&type=user
http://wp12123627.server-he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_unikob/retrieve?page=2&type=post
http://wp12123627.server-he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_unikob/retrieve?page=2&type=post
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{"nid":"2952","cid":null,"reply_to":null,"comment_to":null,"indicato

r":"0","created":"1208075460","uid":"77", "body_value":"<p>Long-term 

business success […]</a></p>","body_summary":"<p>Long-

[…]efficiency.</p>"} 

 Nid: id of a post 

 cid: id of a comment or reply 

 reply_to: reference to reply where this reply belongs to 

 comment_to: reference to comment where this reply belongs to 

 indicator: 0 if it’s a post, 1 if it’s a comment 2 if it’s a reply 

 created: unix timestamp 

 uid: user id 

 body_value: the value of a body field of a node. 

 body_summary: the value of a summary body field of a node. 

The following request includes all Fields of a post/comment/reply and the user who published this 

post/comment/reply. 

 http://wp12123627.server-

he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_atc/retrieve?page=1&type=userpost 

o The next request delivers all profile information of a user: 

 http://wp12123627.server-he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints?page=1 

<item> 

<users_name>Maartenfrancois</users_name> 

<uid>374651</uid> 

<users_created>1431912614</users_created> 

<users_mail>testmail@softwareag.com</users_mail> 

<users_language/> 

<users_login>1431912658</users_login> 

<users_signature/> 

<About_you/> 

<ARIS_Express_Registered/> 

<ARIS_MashZone_registered/> 

<Country>Belgium</Country> 

<Facebook_Accountname/> 

<First_Name>Maarten</First_Name> 

<Homepage/> 

<Last_Name>Francois</Last_Name> 

<LinkedIn_Accountname/> 

<Organisation>University of Hasselt</Organisation> 

<Profession/> 

<Receive_ARIS_Product_Updates/> 

<Receive_Community_Updates/> 

<Title>Mr.</Title> 

<Twitter_account_name/> 

<University_Relations_Group/> 

<Xing_Accountname/> 

</item> 

This request delivers the first page of all information fields of all users. 

o User_name is the unique user name of the user. 

o Uid is the unique user id of the user. 

o User_created is the timestamp of the registration of this user. 

o User_mail is the e-mail address of the user. 

o users_language contains the standard language of the user. 

http://wp12123627.server-he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints?page=1
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o users_login is the last login date of the user. 

o users_signature is the signature of the user. 

o About_you contains the about you information. 

o ARIS_Express_Registered and ARIS_MashZone_registered shows if the user is 

registrated for these products. 

o Country is the country of the user. 

o Facebook_Accountname, LinkedIn_Accountname, Twitter_account_name and 

Xing_Accountname are the user names of the user in these different social 

networks. 

o First_Name and Last_Name contain the name of an user. 

o Homepage is the homepage url of the users homepage. 

o Organisation is the organization the user work for. 

o Profession displays the profession of the user. 

o Receive_ARIS_Product_Updates is an indicator that shows if the user receive 

product updates in the ARIS Community. 

o Receive_Community_Updates is an indicator that shows if the user receive news 

updates in the ARIS Community. 

o Title shows the title of the user. 

o University_Relations_Group shows if the user is in the university relations group. 

 
It is also possible to include a timestamp in this post like: 

http://wp12123627.server-

he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_atc/retrieve?page=1&type=user&min_date=1242630202&max_d

ate=1242630202 

Min and max date must be a unix timestamp. 

The gamification Module is implemented with the help of Drupal modules such as goals [56], rules 

[57] and userpoints [58] to create goals and the rules to assign goals to the users. 

 

Figure 10: List of Goals and Tasks in the Drupal Module 

The full implementation is visible in the drop of the ARIS Community, below is an overview of all 

used modules and their use. 

 Goals 

http://wp12123627.server-he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_atc/retrieve?page=1&type=user&min_date=1242630202&max_date=1242630202
http://wp12123627.server-he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_atc/retrieve?page=1&type=user&min_date=1242630202&max_date=1242630202
http://wp12123627.server-he.de/rest/reveal/reveal_endpoints_atc/retrieve?page=1&type=user&min_date=1242630202&max_date=1242630202
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 Implementation of the goals and tasks to reach goals. 

 Rules 

 Additional module make it possible to grand points and goals to a user when some boarders 

are reached or activities happen (e.g. when the user create a post or reach a new level 

(Figure 11)) 

 Userpoints 

 This module handles all userpoints which are granted or revoked to an user by rules or an 

administrator. 

 Roles 

 Handles the user levels, which a user receives when he reaches a specific number of points. 

With this it is also possible to grand special rights for all users of this level. 

 Views 

 Views are used wherever a picture of a badge is shown (e.g. in the user profile (Figure 6)). 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Example rule for level 2 
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5 Analysis of communities around people and content 

5.1 Topic Specific Supervised influence detection  

5.1.1 Description of the Approach 

In general the purpose of topic-based social influence analysis is to capture the following information: 

nodes' topic distributions, similarity between nodes, and network structure. In order to assimilate this 

information into one model we propose Topic-Sensitive Supervised Random Walks (TS-SRW), a 

supervised algorithm for identifying topic-sensitive influential users. Our main idea is that given a 

graph and its content we would like to assign a score to each node which would represent the 

influence of that node in a specific topic derived from its content. Since PageRank has been proved 

to be significantly effective in graph ranking we adopt a similar approach. Nonetheless, we 

incorporate at the same time valuable node and edge features together with the structure and the 

content of the network so as to bias the random walk to step into more influential users. 

Expressly, we can divide our method in three phases: i) topic extraction, ii) parameter learning and 

iii) PageRank-like random walk. The general setting of the proposed framework requires to extract 

the topics that users are interested in. Hereof, we handle this issue by applying LDA [29], a widely 

used topic modeling method to automatically infuse topics. Moreover, assuming that we are given a 

set of influential nodes I = {i1, i2,..,in } and the topic distributions, we try to bias the transition 

probability of each edge with the purpose that the random walk will visit nodes from set I more often. 

To achieve this allocation we intend to learn a function that will specify the transition probability by 

taking into account the node and edge features. So, the task in the second phase is to learn a set of 

parameters π of an objective function that assigns a transition probability to each edge. Then, these 

parameters will be used by the random walk to rank nodes accordingly in the last stage. In the 

following we discuss each part of our approach in depth. We begin by giving some notation involved 

in our analysis and then examine each step in detail. Moreover, this work has been accepted to the 

4th International World Wide Web Conference (6th International Workshop on Modeling Social 

Media) under the title "Predicting the Evolution of Communities in Social Networks”. 

Preliminaries 

We consider a social network represented as a directed graph G = (V, E) where vertices correspond 

to users and edges to social interaction between them such that edge (u, v) implies that u interacts 

with v. For each edge we built a feature vector φuv which describes the relationship between the 

nodes that form the edge as well as the nodes themselves. Moreover, each node is assigned a topic 

vector tu which contains the topic probability distributions for that specific node. Then, for each edge 

we can compute a topic similarity score suv which measures how related are the nodes that form the 

edge w.r.t a topic.  

As for the learning stage, we define a set of influential nodes I = {i1, i2,..,in }  and a set of non-

influential nodes N = {n1, n2,..,nn }. We want the random walk to follow the nodes contained in I and 

not in N. Consequently we can assign each edge a weight wuv = fπ(φuv)xsuv  where f is a function 

which calculates the weight of the edge w.r.t parameters π. Supposedly, these edge weights will be 

used to guide the random walk. Therefore, the rankings of the nodes depends on weights and 

hence, on parameters π, but also on the topical similarity suv of the nodes. 

Topic Extraction 

To address the issue of topic extraction, we apply the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [29] 

which automatically and in an unsupervised way can discover a set of topics from large collections. 

LDA does not describe semantically the topics extracted, however represents each topic as a 

probability distribution over words and each document as a distribution over topics. 
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In this regard, the output of the LDA model will provide: 

θΚ, a K x D vector which contains the distribution of topics K for each document d in D where D is the 

set of available documents. To accommodate it to our needs we make the following assumption: 

each document in our case represents the total number of a user's posts. Thus for each user there is 

a topic vector tu which holds the probability distribution of the user's interest over the topics K. More 

precisely, each element of tu, for instance t
j
u, encloses the probability that the user u is related to 

topic i.  

As we seek the influential users according to a topic, we measure the similarity between them with 

respect to the topics. More formally, given the topic distributions for all users, tu for all u in V, we can 

compute topical similarity between users as follows: 

 

where DKL is the KL-divergence, which is defined as  

  

And M = ½( tu + tv ). 

The equation of topical similarity is in point of fact the Jensen-Shannon divergence which is a 

popular method of measuring the similarity between two probability distributions.  

Learning Parameters 

For the learning phase of our method, we follow a similar approach to [59]. We are dealing with an 

optimization problem where we want the objective function to learn a set of parameters. Specifically, 

we target on learning the optimal parameters π so as to be used on calculating the edge weights that 

will hopefully lead the random walk to pick influential nodes. The optimization problem then, can be 

formulated as: 

 

where λ is a regularization parameter, h is a non-negative loss function and pu with u in {I,N} is the 

PageRank score for u. 

To solve this optimization problem we follow the same steps as in [59]. We first derive the gradient of 

f(π) with respect to π, and then use a gradient based optimization method (L-BFGS) to find π that 

minimize f(π). As loss function h we use Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney loss function:  

  

and as edge weight function we use the logistic function  

 

Moreover we choose λ=1 (as proposed in [82]). For a more detailed analysis we advise the reader to 

go through the aforementioned publication. 
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Topic-Specific Random Walk 

Similar to PageRank, we perform a random walk on the directed graph G. The random walker 

follows the edges with a certain probability which resembles the transition probability from one node 

to another. This transition, however, is biased by both the edge weight and the topical similarity of 

the nodes. Consequently, we can define the transition matrix T and the transition probability PT from 

node u to node v as: 

 

and 

 

The intuition here is that the higher the topical similarity s and the edge weight w, the higher the 

transition probability and thus will lead to higher influential nodes. Furthermore, we assign a restart 

probability γ for the random walk i.e. the probability the random walk to jump back to start node n, 

and thus the final transition probability will be: 

 

We conclude in the following algorithm in Figure 12 which iteratively calculates the PageRank-like 

scores for each node in the network. Convergence of the algorithm is similar to those of power-

iteration. 
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Figure 12 The TS-SRW algorithm 

 

 

5.1.2 Early Experimental Results 

To compare the performance of our proposed method with different methods (TwitterRank(TWR), 

Velocity(VL), Pagerank(PR), Followers(FOL)) we conduct a recommendation task. The task is 

conducted in the same pattern as in [60] but using the mention relationship graph. In this regard, L is 

the set of existing mention relationships in a dataset, U is the set of randomly chosen users that s0 

does not mention. For our experiments we generate L by randomly picking a mention from the 

mention graph. We choose |L|=40 and |U|=20. Ten rounds of evaluation are performed for each 

experiment. The averaged quality over all evaluation rounds is depicted in the following figure. As 

depicted in Figure 13 TS-SRW outperforms all other methods in 2 out of 3 cases. The improvement 

may not seem significant however it states that our method can provide better recommendations. 
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Figure 13: Averaged quality of each ranking method 

 

In [61] the authors have produced a ranking of influential users of the Scala community in Twitter. 

We gathered data from Twitter using the keyword scala. Thus, our next evaluation task is to compare 

the rankings produced by the different algorithms against the manually produced one. To be precise, 

we obtained the first 35 users from the annotated ranking and then computed the Kendall tau 

correlation of this ranking against the rankings produced by the other metrics. We can observe the 

results in Figure 14, where TS-SRW clearly outperforms all other methods.         

 

 

Figure 14: The Kendall Tau correlation of each method with the manually produced ranking 
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5.1.3 Module Deployment and Interaction 

The module is implemented in Python 2.7 and uses a variety of third party libraries. A list of 

dependencies follows: 

- networkx 1.9.0 + 

- bigfloat 

- cPickle 

- scipy 

- unicodecsv 

- numpy 

All these python packages are prerequisites so as the module to function properly. 

Input 

A collection of tweets located in a Mongo database. 

Output 

 A success message to RabbitMQ that notifies the system that the module has finished. 

 A ranked list of nodes which is sent to PServer. Each node is represented by a value which 

denotes the influence of that node.  

 A json file to RabbitMQ which contains user information. A sample follows: 

{ 

    "ncsr:contributor_id": "26760014",  

    "ncsr:author_uris": ["http://somesite/LovesickHank"], 

    "ncsr:location": "London", { 

    "ncsr:contributor_id": "26760014",  

    "ncsr:author_uris": ["http://somesite/LovesickHank"], 

    "ncsr:location": "London",  

    "ncsr:screen_name": "LovesickHank",  

    "ncsr:real_name": "Nic Fildes",  

    "ncsr:description": "Technology",  

    "ncsr:favourites_count": "87",  

    "ncsr:influence": [<start_date>, <end_date>,"0.00233"], 

 

    "ncsr:statuses_count": "8469" 

    "ncsr:verified": "False",  

    "ncsr:created_at": "Thu Mar 26 14:27:07  0000 2009",  

} 
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Workflow 

 

Figure 15: The workflow of TS-SRW module 

The module interacts with a Mongo database and PServer. The former is used to store the input and 

the latter is used collect the output of the module. More precisely, in the Mongo database is located a 

collection of tweets, which is used as the input data for the influence module. The tweets collection is 

raw json objects exactly as returned from the Twitter Streaming API. The workflow of influence 

module is depicted in the above diagram (Figure 15). As we can see there is a training stage which 

is performed only once in order to learn the appropriate parameters. Assuming that training has 

already finished when the module is initiated, we have the following steps. Firstly, the influence 

module fetches a collection of tweets from the database. Secondly, constructs a mention graph 

based on the input data. Then, the supervised random walk algorithm is performed on the produced 

graph, which assigns a numeric value on each node that denotes the influence of that node. Finally, 

the influence values of each node are the output of the module, which are sent to PServer. 

Information about running this module can be found in APPENDIX B: Enactment of software 
modules. 

 

5.2 Topic Specific Unsupervised influence detection  

5.2.1 Description of the Approach 

We use the PageRank vector on a graph of retweets and mentions to represent the influence of a 

user on a given topic: the nodes represent the users and the links represent a retweet or a mention 

between two users (only if the corresponding tweet contains some keywords representing the given 

topic); the idea being that a user is considered influential if her/his tweets are retweeted (or if she/he 

is mentioned) by other influential users. Before describing our approach in detail, we need to take a 

step back and describe PageRank Iterative methods in general. 

5.2.1.1 Pagerank iterative methods 

Let's consider a non-negative matrix  of size  such that each column sums to one. 

In particular, we can associate such a matrix to a Markov chain on a state of size , where  would 
be the transition matrix with  the transition probability from state   to state  . 

In the following, we will also call  as a node (from web graph and PageRank context). 
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The fact that each column of  sums up to one means that in the Markov chain, each state  has a 

positive probability to jump to at least one state  (if such a condition is not true, we complete the 
matrix   by replacing the zero columns with  (or by the personalization vector  in a general 

case, sometimes also called the teleportation vector in reference to the random walk analogy) to get

. This corresponds to the dangling nodes completion
6
, we will see below that such an adaptation is 

not required in our approach. 

A classical way to compute the PageRank vector is to consider the iteration of an equation of the 

form:   where   is a matrix of size  which can be explicitly decomposed as: 

 , where  is a normalized vector of size  and   is the column vector with 

all components equal to one. The last equation is an explicit Doeblin's decomposition
7,8

. 

So we have: 

 

This is commonly referred to as the Power Iteration method, which is guaranteed to converge (under 

some assumptions which are easily met by construction of the matrix  ) to a vector  (the 

PageRank vector, which is also the stationary probability vector in Markov chain interpretation or the 

main eigenvector of   in linear algebra) satisfying: 

 

In the context of PageRank, the vector   is a personalized initial condition, when no specific 

personalization is required, one usually sets all its coordinates to . 

The problem with the approach of iteratively computing this matrix-vector multiplication is that we are 

performing many operations which do not converge to the exact solution for many elements of the 

solution vector (those that are already very close to the limit early on). 

This is why we are introducing a method which, although being provably mathematically equivalent 

(i.e. in converging to the exact same limit as the above equation), does not rely on the matrix-vector 

multiplication but rather on the idea of fluid diffusion among edges; this method is called D-Iteration 

and has first been introduced within the Social Sensor project. 

5.2.1.2 D-Iteration 

We define  a matrix with all entries equal to zero except for the k
th
 diagonal term: . 

In the following, we assume given a deterministic or random sequence 

. 

We only require that the number of occurrence of each value  in  to be infinity. 

Then, we define the fluid vector  associated to   by: 

 

, where  is the identity matrix. 

                                                           
6
 A. N. Langville and C. D. Meyer, “Deeper inside pagerank,” Internet Mathematics, vol. 1, no. 3, 2004. 

7
 W. Doeblin, “Eléments d’une théorie générale des chaînes simples constantes de markov,” Annales Scientifiques de l’Ecole Normale 

Supérieure, vol. 57, no. III, pp. 61–111, 1940. 

8
 J. L. Doob, Stochastic Processes. New York: John Wiley, 1953. 
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We define the history vector   by:  

By definition,   is an increasing function (all components are positive). 

The above fluid and history vectors are associated to the following algorithm: 

Initialization: 

  H[i] := 0; 

  F[i] := (1-d)*v_i; 

  R := 1-d; 

k := 1; 

While ( R/(1-d) > Target_Error ) 

  Choose i_k; 

  sent := F[i_k]; 

  F[i_k] := 0; 

  H[i_k] += sent; 

  For all child node j of i_k: 

    F[j] += sent*p(j,i_k)*d; 

  R -= sent*(1-d); 

  k++; 

 

This algorithm has several main advantages over the classical Power Iteration approach: 

 the Choose i_k part allows some smart optimizations such as focusing on nodes for which 

diffusing their fluid brings us closer than average to the limit (one way to do this would be to 

select nodes containing more remaining fluid than average, another way to do it may be to 

select nodes whose ratio fluid/outdegree is higher than average); 

 if the number of nodes is huge, they can be split onto several workers which will compute the 

algorithm independently, periodically sending cross-workers fluid, but with no need to 

synchronize the rhythm of diffusion as it has been proved to always converge to the same 

limit9. We have also studied the possibility to make the partitioning dynamic as illustrated in 

this HPCC paper10. 

 The distance to the limit is precisely known at each iteration  and is equal to  when 

there are no dangling nodes (some more normalization is required for dangling nodes11). 

D-Iteration has already been tested to converge much faster than other existing methods on several 

types of graph (web graph, twitter followers graph, etc.)
12

 and during the Social Sensor project. 

For the computation of influence in a Twitter graph of Retweets/Mentions on a given topic 

(determined by the presence of some keywords in the text of the tweet), we have experimented with 

additional parameters such as: 

                                                           
9
 D. Hong, F. Mathieu, and G. Burnside, “Convergence of the d-iteration algorithm: convergence rate and asynchronous 

distributed scheme,” CoRR, vol. abs/1301.3007, January 2013. 

10
 D. Hong, “D-iteration: Evaluation of a dynamic partition strategy,” HPCC-ICESS’12, pp. 983–988, March 2012. 

11
 Dohy Hong, The Dang Huynh, Fabien Mathieu. D-Iteration: diffusion approach for solving PageRank. 2015. <hal-

01109532> 

12
 T. D. Huynh, D. Hong, G. Burnside, F. Mathieu. Analyzing methods computing PageRank vector of large matrix. 2015. <hal-01109536> 
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 modifying  depending on whether the corresponding tweet contains the topic-word as a 

hashtag or as normal text, 

 modifying  according to how many different words of a given topic are present in the 

corresponding tweet, 

 limiting the weight of users who tweet a lot but are not often retweeted or mentioned (by 

placing a constraint on the vector  ). 

5.2.2 Early Experimental Results 

Prior to integration we experimented with the SNOW dataset (1.1M tweets, 585K users) and tested 

several topics in order to check whether the additional parameters described at the end of the 

previous paragraph were changing the influence ranks of the top 20 influencers. We observed that 

this did not appear to be the case, at least not significantly (at most 1 or 2 users were moved in or 

out of the top 20). Therefore we decided to keep both implementations (as the simpler one runs 

much faster) and decide at integration time whether it was worth to add those parameters or not. 

Below is an example of the most influential user when considering the topic defined by the words 

“Sochi” and “social” in the SNOW dataset. The corresponding subgraph contains 4424 users who 

tweeted at least one of the keywords; the most influential user is Hootsuite which has 43 related 

tweets and 477 related retweets/mentions from other users in total. 

... 

5.2.3 Module Deployment and Interaction 

The module is implemented as a Java library which can be run in standalone mode for testing. 

 Input form (json): 

o The main input is the big list of tweets on which the influence calculation is 

performed. Each tweet is expected to be in the json format returned by the Twitter 

API (not described here for readability). 

o The second input parameter is a list of keywords representing a given topic; if no 

such list is provided, a global influence score is computed on the whole list of tweets 

provided. 

o One optional parameter, which has not been considered yet, may be the actual 

influence score of a user for the same topic, so that the computation increments the 

influence instead of replacing it, this actual score may for instance be used to 

initialize the personalization vector . 

 Output form (json) 

The results (influence scores) are stored in the P-Server as attributes of the user. 

 Workflow: 

We expect our module to be called for each timeslot, immediately after having computed the 

hot topics of a timeslot, in order to compute the top-K influencers on those topics. 
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Information about running this module can be found in APPENDIX B: Enactment of software 
modules. 

5.3 Multi-partite Community Detection  

5.3.1 Description of the Approach 

If a network comprises more than one entities, for instance users, keywords and URLs then a faithful 

representation requires a multi-partite graph (tri-partite in the previous example). Moreover, if the 

three entities are related, for instance a user shares a post, that contains a characteristic keyword, 

and a URL then this can be represented as a hyper-edge: (user1, keyword1, URL). Communities in 

general represent dense regions in a graph; communities in multi-partite graphs will comprise entities 

from all entities (or partites). 

 
Figure 16: Multi-partite Communities, with η=6 being the minimum number of neighbours to initiate a communitiy 

 

We designed and developed a multi-partite community detection algorithm. Our starting point is a 

community detection algorithms for single partite graphs, named DenGraph [62]  that is in turned 

based on DBSCAN [63], an algorithm for detecting clusters in databases. We have extended 

DenGraph to cover multi-partite graphs, the main motivation was to have a fast algorithm that can be 

made incremental at a later stage. The proposed method can be summarized as follows (see Table 

1). The basic idea can be summarized in Figure 16, and essentially seeks a node of at least η 

neighbours (in this case 6), out of which the community growth begins. Nodes with η neighbours are 

named core nodes, nodes that do not have η neighbours but are connected to a core node are 

named border nodes, the rest of nodes that do not fulfill any of the previous properties are name 

noise nodes. The algorithm is also described in Deliverable D2.1. 

Table 8: Multipartite detection algorithm 

Input: Tripartite Graph 

Output: communities containing nodes from multiple partites 

Definitions 
1.  =threshold for distance,  =threshold for number of vertices; must be preset 
2. Distance metric D between nodes defined as min path length 
3.   -neighbourhood of a node p contains all nodes q, that are “close” to p,   ( )  

      (   )     
4. p is directly reachable from q, if       ( ) and   ( )     
5. p is reachable from q, if there is a number of intermediated vertices, and each is 

reachable from its predecessor 
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Algorithm 

1. randomly select an unlabeled node q  

2. if    ( )    then  
3.           assign a community label l(q) to q  
4.           all nodes that are reachable from q will acquire the same label 
5.  else   
6.          label it as noise node  
7. Repeat until all nodes are labeled. 

5.3.2 Early Experimental Results 

We have obtained three data sets through the search API of Twitter. The first set named SNOW was 

obtained during a homonymous challenge [7].  The World Cup and Crimea sets were also obtained 

through the search API of Twitter by filtering the stream with keywords relevant to a theme, the 

resulting raw datasets appear in Table 9 

 

Table 9: Raw social network data 

Then we processed the results by removing tweets that did not contain URLs and then by detecting 

named entities, and in particular people, organisations and locations in each Tweet. This step was 

performed with the Stanford Core-nlp library [64]. Then we processed the results by   creating triplets 

where each contains a user, a named entity and a URL, .i.e. a triplet forming a hyper-edge. The 

named entities are peoples, places and organisations. The tri-partite data set is depicted in Table 10 

 

Table 10: Number of entities per partite, per data set 

We evaluated the quality of communities in terms of modularity for various values of the η 

parameter. We also report the number of communities that are discovered, the average density of 

each community and the percentage of noise nodes. Given a multi-partite graph of m edges, and 

supposing that c communities have been discovered, the modularity for community l is defined as, 

 

where           if there is  a hyperedge that connects nodes i, j, k  in community l, and    is the 

fraction of hyperedges with a least one node in community l. Community density is defined as the 

number of hyper-edges that are present in a community over the  number of hyper-edges that a 

hyper-clique of an equal number  of nodes would contain. Formally speaking if a community contains 
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         from each of the partites then a hyper-clique would contain           nodes. (See [65] 

Sect. 3.1). 

The results for the Crimea, Snow and World Cup data sets are summarised in Figure 17. The solid 

lines represent averages over 20 experiments and the dashed lines represent the region that is one 

standard deviation around the average. The x-axis represents the η parameter in the range of 50 to 

5,000 (for the Crimea and SNOW datasets), and in the World cup case it varies from 50 to 10,000. 

    

   

 

    
Figure 17: Experimental results. First row reports results on the Crimea data set, the second row on the Snow and third row 

on the World cup. The columns from the left to the right report on the Hyper-modularity, the number of communities, the 
average density per community and on the average number of nodes. The x-axis corresponds to the n-parameter 

 

5.3.3 Module Deployment and Interaction 

The module is implemented in Java 1.8 and uses many third party libraries. Information about 

running this module can be found in APPENDIX B: Enactment of software modules. A list of 

dependencies follows: 

 Stanford core-NLP library 3.4 

 Common-math3   3.2 

 Amqp-client  3.5.1 

 Json-simple   1.1.1 

 Mongo-java-driver 2.13.0 

Input 

A collection of tweets located in a Mongo Database 

Output 
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 A Success message to RabbitMQ that notifies the system that the module has finished. 

 Community results stored in MongoDB 

 A json file to RabbitMQ that contain user information. A sample follows: 

{ 
 {modularity: 0.7, eta : 800, analysis_time : “13th March 2015”}, 
 

{ "ncsr:commId" : 1 , " ncsr:partiteId" : 1 , "nNodes" : 4176 , "users:" : [ "2350377564" , 
"2354250216" , "2277865916",…]}, 
{ " ncsr:commId" : 1 , " ncsr:partiteId" : 2 , "nNodes" : 1 , "keywords:" : [ "Syria"]} 
{ " ncsr:commId" : 1 , " ncsr:partiteId" : 3 , "nNodes" : 3255 , "urls:" : [ 
"http://thetim.es/1cLES7X" , "http://gu.com/p/3n3jv"…]} 
 
 
{ "commId" : 2 , "partiteId" : 1 , "nNodes" : 16 , "users:" : [ "137300406",…]}, 
{ "commId" : 2 , "partiteId" : 2 , "nNodes" : 1 , "keywords:" : [ "Adebolajo"]}, 
{ "commId" : 2 , "partiteId" : 3 , "nNodes" : 4 , "urls:" : [ "http://thebea.st/1frl3FE"] } 

} 
 

 

 

 

 

5.4 User Network Profile Classifier  

The User Network Profile Classifier module has seen a certain number of improvements and 

extensions since the submission of the REVEAL Deliverable 2.1. First, the community-based feature 

extraction algorithm is complemented with a new community weighting step that improves the 

representation of users in the feature matrix. Second, when human annotation for users is not 

available, we have implemented for the Twitter case an automatic way for user annotation by 

crowdsourcing keywords from Twitter list descriptions.  The classification propagates these labels to 

similar users. The full framework has been deployed as a Docker image and is fully integrated with 

REVEAL. Finally, we have experimented using the framework on various social graphs, including 

friendship, subscription and mention/retweet graphs, with consistently good results. Moreover, this 

work has been accepted to the ICCSS 2015 conference under the title “Classify Users in Online 

Interaction Networks”. 
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5.4.1 Description of the Approach 

Our approach to user classification is based on leveraging the connections among users in order to 

make semi-supervised inferences about them. More specifically, we combine user-centric community 

detection for extracting features and supervised community weighting that boosts the importance of 

communities that are potent predictors. Finally, we use a classifier for making the inference. An 

overview of the full classification framework is depicted in Figure 18. 

This module makes use of a graph of social interactions among users. For example, we may 

leverage the follow/subscription relations among users. However, given that we may be constrained 

by online social network (OSN) API rate limits, the formation of such a graph may prove to be 

problematic on some OSNs. For example, in Twitter the fetching of a user’s followers/friends is an 

operation limited to 15 requests per minute at 5,000 user batches maximum
13

. In such cases, we 

may instead use interaction relations, such as mentions, replies and retweets/reshares. The success 

of this alternative approach is shown in subsection 5.4.2. The first step in this approach is the pre-

processing of raw data, in order to extract a user social graph. 

We then apply an algorithm for extracting features from the social graph. It is based on the extraction 

of user-centric communities from the user graph. Denote the set of users by   and the set of 

extracted communities by . Each element of the feature matrix   is then formed as follows: 

    {
          
           

           

As for the specifics of the user-centric community detection, we extract two types of user-centric 

communities for each user. The first type is the base user-centric community, i.e. the set of the seed 

user’s neighbours plus the user themselves. This is a high resolution community that captures the 

similarities among users that were made explicitly by the users themselves (a user chooses to whom 

they are going to subscribe or reply). The second type is the extended user-centric community which 

captures any missing links among the seed user and any similar users that are not directly 

connected to the seed. Consider a vector that contains the similarities between the seed user and all 

the other users in the graph. If the vector is sorted and then truncated appropriately, then a set of 

highly similar users will be obtained. We perform the truncation such that we keep the fewest 

possible users that still contain the adjacent ones. As for the similarity vector, we base our approach 

on a user-centric PageRank approximation method [66]. After the user-centric PageRank is 

calculated, we normalize each user’s value by their corresponding degree, in order to get regularized 

commute-time values. Thus we name the user-centric, community based algorithm ARCTE, which 

stands for Absorbing Regularized Commute Times Embedding. 

                                                           
13

 https://dev.twitter.com/rest/reference/get/followers/ids 
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Figure 18: User Classification Framework 

Following the feature extraction step is a community weighting step that aims to boost the 

importance in the representation of communities that seem to be potent predictors. The weighting is 

performed by multiplying every column   of the feature matrix with a weighting factor  : 

      ( )   
  

These two factors correspond to the unsupervised and the supervised factor. The unsupervised 

factor is an inverted vector frequency – consider performing inverse document frequency on a matrix 

where users correspond to terms and communities to documents. The supervised factor is the chi-

squared score that quantifies the strength of co-occurrence of similarly labelled users in a 

community. Using the sparse feature matrix as calculated by a community detection technique 

exposes it to low-complexity feature weighting methods from text classification [67]. 

Finally, we perform classification using the Random Forest classifier which is inherently multilabel. 

We threshold the results and thus obtain multiple labels for out-of-sample users, along with a 

confidence/probability score. 

In case of lack of human ground-truth input, we have also implemented an automatic method for the 

case of Twitter, which annotates certain popular users. We then perform the procedure described 

earlier to infer labels for the rest of the users. The method, which is based on [68] utilizes the 

crowdsourcing potential of Twitter lists. We fetch up to 500 Twitter lists for a configurable number of 

users in the graph and extract keywords that appear to be significant. We perform denoising by not 

considering very rare keywords and annotating users only if they have a significant number of list 

descriptions containing a certain keyword. 

5.4.2 Experimental Results 

The ARCTE algorithm along with the community weighting step are compared to a series of recent 

methods. We show selectively the results on three datasets in Figures Figure 19, Figure 20 and 

Figure 21. They are the SNOW 2014 Data Challenge, ASU-Flickr and ASU-YouTube datasets that 

were described in the REVEAL Deliverable 2.1, subsection 5.2. As is depicted on the figures, 

ARCTE is outperforming the competition in most cases and always staying competitive. We note that 

the community weighting step is also applied on all the competing community detection methods. 
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The two ASU dataset graphs are formed by explicit follow/subscribe user relations. As for the 

SNOW-2014 dataset, we have extracted a weighted social interaction graph from user mentions, 

replies and retweets. We note that the results are very promising in both cases. 

 

Figure 19: SNOW-2014 F-score Performance
14

 

 

 

Figure 20: ASU-Flickr F-score Performance 

                                                           
14

 For the larger datasets, some competing methods were not applied due to the prohibitive execution time. 
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Figure 21: ASU-YouTube F-score Performance 

 

5.4.3 Module Deployment and Interaction 

This module is a Python 3.4 application that is deployed within a Docker image. The numerical 

operations rely on the OpenBLAS
15

 backend library. A sample execution of the module is 

summarized in the following: 

 Receives an assessment id in order to establish a connection with a Mongo Database. 

 Receives information on a time window and gathers all social data documents in order to 

construct a user interaction graph. 

 Extracts user-centric community-based features from the user graph using the ARCTE 

algorithm. 

 Fetches twitter lists and extracts keywords to be used as label targets for classification for 

some users. 

 Uses features and labels in order to reweight features according to importance. 

 Performs classification. 

 Writes results to PServer and Mongo. 

 Publishes success message via RabbitMQ at a pre-specified queue. 

The software module can be used by supplying it with the following arguments. 

 $MONGO_DB_URI example: mongodb://admin:123456@127.0.0.1:27017 

 $ASSESSMENT_ID example: new_tweets_database_name.new_tweets_collection_name, 

separated by a "." as shown. 

                                                           
15

 https://github.com/xianyi/OpenBLAS 
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 $TWITTER_APP_KEY and $TWITTER_APP_SECRET: Both are taken from one's created 

app in the Twitter development site. 

 $AMQP_URI example: amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5672// 

There are some optional arguments that can be considered: 

 $LOWER_TIMESTAMP: A UNIX timestamp; based on the created_at tweet field. Only 

tweets after this timestamp will be used for the analysis. 

 $UPPER_TIMESTAMP: Similarly, for an upper limit. 

 $LATEST_N: The N latest chronologically documents will be read from the defined 

collection. 

The three steps above can be used either together or separately; otherwise all of the tweets in the 

collection described by the assessment id will be read.  
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6 Contributor behavior analysis 

6.1 Community Evolution Prediction  

Communities that are formed in on-line social networks as a result of user interaction, are not static 

but they evolve in time. Inherently, as time passes, Social Networks change; users dynamically 

joining and leaving affect the characteristics defining the network. On a community scale, this 

dynamic behavior through time translates to certain evolutionary events, i.e. the creation of new 

communities, the death of others and so on. This behavior and the underlying factors that drive it are 

a subject of great interest and many researchers have contributed to the understanding of these 

phenomena. In this context, we detect communities of Twitter, label their evolutionary behaviour and 

attempt to identify the content, context and structure based features that contribute the most in 

predicting the behaviour we observed. Moreover, this work has been accepted to the WIMS 2015 

conference under the title "Predicting the Evolution of Communities in Social Networks”. 

6.1.1 Description of the Approach 

In the method utilized, it is assumed that each node v is a Twitter user identified by his/her unique 

Twitter ID. If a user vi mentions another user vi in a tweet, re-tweet or reply we consider an edge e(i,j)  

being formed between them. The data sets we used in our experiments, are segmented into frames 

Ft , t =1…n and the communities that are detected for each frame are denoted by Ck
t
, where t is the 

time step, and k is the community index. The method we used consists of following steps: 

 

 obtaining the time-stamped data sets & preprocessing them 

 segmenting  the data sets, by a window of certain size & with a certain overlap 

 detecting communities with a static detection algorithm 

 tracking their evolutionary behavior  

 computing the  required features per community 

 using classifiers to predict community evolution 

 

 

 

Preprocessing 

The data, as provided by the streaming API, were JSON format, so, our first action was to transform 

the json files into a comma separated value (CSV) format, which is more amenable to analysis.   

Second, tweets that did not contain mentions were removed. Then we removed all tweet attributes 

that were not of value to us. Among others these included attributes like tweet id, sensitivity,  geo-

location and number of votes. Finally, due to the fact that all mentions a user made in his tweet were 

all concatenated in a single cell value, a split of those mentions was performed in order to have a 

single pair of (user-mentions, user-mentioned) in each row, this was the final step of preprocessing. 

 

Segmentation 

This can be done either by defining the desired number of frames and assigning an overlap value, 

resulting in a separation of the data set into frames of equal size, or by defining a time based interval 

and overlap which in turn results in a separation of the data set in frames of an equal time window. 

 

Overlapping of two adjacent frames, that is Ft overlaps Ft-1, Ft+1 overlaps Ft and so on, is introduced 

due to the effect it has on our ability to closely track the evolution of the communities; the amount of 
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overlap is actually the past that the future frame considers in order to have a smoother transition 

from past communities to future communities. 

 

Community Discovery 

We used CFinder
16

, a program that implements the method of clique percolation, in order to detect 

overlapping communities in each frame. This was actually a structure based community detection. 

As building blocks of communities we used cliques i.e. nodes, of size k=4 which offers a good 

balance between creating too many communities with little coherence or very few communities in the 

current data sets. 

 

Tracking Communities 

Tracking the communities across consecutive time frame is performed with the GED method [69]. 

GED essentially discovers evolutionary events for the communities of the current frame, it is used to 

provide the labels for the supervised learning task of community prediction. GED is able to discover 

the following events: continuation, growth, shrinking, formation, dissolution and merging. For a 

detailed analysis of the approach we suggest the reader to look on the aforementioned publication. 

 

Community features 

Three types of community features were extracted for the purpose of our experiments. 

Structural features from the graph, namely Size, Centrality, Cohesion, and Density. A content 

feature from the the text contained in each tweet, and finally, context features from the hashtags, 

urls, and the ratio of number of followers vs number of following. A more thorough explanation 

regarding the creation of features is presented next. 

 
Structure based 

Structural features derived from the graph used to represent each community. 

 

- Size 

The normalized value for the size of a community Ck
t
 in frame Ft is formulated as, 

 

 
   

Where n(Ck) are all vertices for community Ck in frame t and n(F) are all the vertices present in 

frame Ft. 

 

- Density 

The density of a community Ck is normalized by calculating it as, 

 

 
 

Where the numerator m(Ck) is the total number of edges in the community and the denominator 

is the max number of edges this community was capable of having. 

 

- Centrality 

The Centrality for a community detected, 

 

                                                           
16

 http://cfinder.org/ 
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Where d(vi) indicates the degree of vertex vi. 

 

- Cohesion 

The Cohesion was created as,  

 

 
 

Where  is the number of intra community connections, i.e connections starting 

in a community Ck and ending within the same community, and  is the 

amount of inter community connections, i.e connections starting from community Ck and ending 

in another community. 

 

Content Based   

In particular we calculated the topic diversity of a community. We accomplished this by calculating 

the topic of a community as the product of TF X ID, i.e. Term Frequency (TF)  and the Inverse 

Document Frequency (IDF), from the text the users tweeted including hashtags, which is commonly 

used in Twitter. 

  

- Term Frequency is calculated as  

 

 
 

Where fw is the frequency of a word w inside the community Ck. 

 

- Inverse Document Frequency as 

 

 
 

Where NC
t
 is the total number of communities in frame Ft and NC(w) is the number of communities 

in which the word w appears. 

 

Then we calculated the topic diversity (TD) by finding the correlation of topic in the current 

community with the average topic (AT) of the current from 

 

 
 

where n is the number of communities in the current frame 

 

 
 

Context Based 
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These include features specific to the Network data we are working on. They were introduced to 

examine how much, if at all, features unique to a network contribute to predicting the evolution of its 

communities. 

 N_Hashtags: Number of mentions in a community Ck that had hashtags, normalized by 

dividing it by the total number of mentions in that community. 

 N_Urls: Number of the mentions in a community Ck  that had urls, normalized as in previous 

attribute. 

 N_Verified: Number of the users in a community Ck that had verified accounts, normalized 

by dividing that value with the total number of users in a community. 

 N_Important_Users: A normalized value of users we consider important. We consider users 

as important if they meet two criteria: 

 Number of Followers > 1.000 

 Ratio followers$/$ following > 5 

 Avg_Tweet_Lenght: The average length of the tweet text for a community Ck 

 

6.1.2 Early Experimental Results 

The data sets were segmented in 20 frames, so Ft for t=1…20, and introduced a 30% overlap 

between adjacent frames; twice as high overlap has been used in a similar work [70]. Generally 

speaking the higher the percentage of overlap the smoother the evolution of the phenomenon is 

between consecutive time frames.  

 

Using the graphs generated by the segmentation of the frames as input files, we deployed the 

C
17

Finder to discover communities with a clique size k=4 at each frame. Then, we utilized the GED 

method, calculated the inclusion for each set of frames and determined the labels depicting the 

evolution for each of the communities. The detection of evolutionary phenomena depends on the α 

and β parameter of GED. We did a small experiment of sensitivity analysis for different values of  α 

and β .The results are depicted in Figure 22. Based on those results we defined the GED 

parameters α and β equal to 50%, a threshold that makes the inclusion measure quite sensitive, 

resulting in a production of more events, something that is corroborated by the authors of the 

method.  

                                                           
17

 http://www.cfinder.org/  

http://www.cfinder.org/
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Figure 22 Sensitivity of the GED community tracker 

 

Classifiers 

The classifiers we deployed with our data sets consisted of Naive Bayes, BayesNet, J48 decision 

tree, Random Forest, Random Committee of Random Forests and the Support Vector Machine (via 

wekas LibSVM). We ran our experiments using 10 fold cross validation in order to check how our 

classifiers, once trained, will generalise to independent data sets. In Figure 23Figure 24Figure 25, 

the classification accuracy for each of the class values are presented. 

 
Figure 23 Game of Thrones data set accuracy per class 
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Figure 24 Snow data set accuracy per class 

 

 
Figure 25 World Cup data set accuracy per class 

 

 
 
Feature Evaluation 

To evaluate our features and the degree in which they contribute to predicting the class value we 

relied on their Information Gain (IG), an attribute evaluator that is also implemented in Weka, 

Information gain, in general terms, is a normalized value between zero and one, that depicts the 

change in informational entropy from a prior step to a step that takes some information, an attribute 

in our case, into consideration. In Figure 26, the Information Gain for all attributes used as input for 

our classifier is presented.   

 

Across all data sets we can observe that structural features seem to be important, and the topic 

diversity of the community is also important to a lesser degree. For the Snow and the Game of 

thrones set, the number of urls doesn't seem to be of much informational value compared to the 

other features. Moreover, the number of hashtags is something that plays an important role in the 

Snow set, but not so much in the World cup. Finally, in the case of the game of thrones all features 

seen to be equally important 
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Figure 26 Information Gain Values 

 

 
Transfer of knowledge between domains 
We tried to test whether the knowledge of a classifier can be transferred in another domain. Thus we 

applied the best classifier that was trained (with 10 fold cross validation) on the Snow set, to the 

World cup set and vice versa. Both data sets had appropriately the same size and were segmented 

into the same number of frames with the same percentage of overlap. In the following table we 

present the results of training on the Snow set and testing on the World cup, and also in Figure 

27Figure 28 we present the inverse. As it can be seen the classifiers cannot generalize on a different 

data set, the only exception seems to be the prediction of the dissolve event.   
 

 

 
Figure 27 Training on Snow tested on World Cup 

 

 
Figure 28 Training on World Cup tested on Snow 
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In another experiment conducted, we joined the World cup and the Snow data sets to test the 
prediction accuracy of our classifiers, the results are shown in Figure 29. 
 

 

 
Figure 29 Snow & WC data sets, accuracy per class 

6.1.3 Module Deployment and Interaction 

Currently the community evolution prediction module has not been released in the context of 

REVEAL. 

6.2  Duplicate user accounts  

Duplicate user accounts phenomenon is a commonplace nowadays because people tend to have 

accounts in multiple social networks, sharing their thoughts, promoting their work and probably 

influencing a part of the population via them. Motivated by the need to verify the validity and 

trustworthiness of information that appears on social networks, the presence of individuals in 

different networks can be proved particularly useful (see [71], [72]). We experiment on LinkedIn and 

Twitter networks because they are both used mainly, though not exclusively, for professional 

purposes. Focusing on the journalism scenario of REVEAL, we form our target group with well-

known professionals. Moreover, this work has been accepted to the SIMBAD 2015 conference under 

the title “Similarity-based User Identification across Social Networks”. 

6.2.1 Description of the Approach 

As we focus on individuals that are interested in promoting their professional activities in social 

media, we assume that they often provide their real name. Therefore the name disambiguation 

problem is solved through the comparison of public information from users with similar names that 

are returned from the search engine of the respective network. Specifically, starting with the account 

of a user in one social network SN1 we want to identify the account of a user with a similar name in 

another social network SN2 that most likely belongs to the same user. Within a social network, each 

user is represented by a set of attributes that forms their user profile. The LinkedIn profile of a user 

includes the following attributes: screen name, summary, location, specialization, current/past jobs 

with the respective affiliations, education, as well as projects and publications. On the other hand, 

the Twitter profile of a user contains: screen name, short biography, location and the user mentions 

that the user specifies in her tweets. Figure  1 presents a simple example of how the user’s attributes 

are aligned in the two networks, in order to be used in the similarity metrics. 
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Figure  1 Example profiles and the alignment of their attributes, as used in the similaritymetrics. 

 

The basic idea of the approach is to pair accounts that result from name search and identify those 

that belong to the same user. Therefore, the task that we are dealing with is translated to a 

classification of account pairs into two classes: “match” and “mis-match”. Specifically, in order to 

identify users we create a similarity vector for each pair of users’ profiles:  

 (     )  ⟨                      ⟩ 

where u1 ϵ SN1, u2 ϵ SN2 and scorek corresponds to the score, returned by the k
th
 similarity metric 

[73]. In order to facilitate the comparison, the similarity scores are normalized in the range [0.0, 1.0]. 

The similarity metrics that we use are mentioned below: 

Name Measure: We use the Jaro-Winkler distance in order to find the similarity between the screen 

names of users –first and last name that a user provides during her registration, as propose previous 

work in record linkage [74]. 

Description Measure: This measure estimates the similarity between the short biographies or 

summaries that users provide in different social networks, in order to describe themselves, their work 

and their specialization. Firstly, we pre-process the corresponding fields of the two profiles, by 

removing the punctuation, lowercasing and tokenizing the description, thereby creating two different 

token lists. The similarity of the two token lists is computed as the ratio of their common words, to the 

total number of all words in both description fields. 

Location Measure: this measure uses the textual representation of the location field in a geospatial 

semantic way. We convert the locations provided in the different social networks to bounding boxes, 

with the use of the geonames ontology [75]. The similarity score of the two locations is defined as 

follows:  

1. The ratio of bounding box areas if one bounding box is within the other.  

2. The Euclidean distance between the coordinates of the locations when these locations 

belong to the same country.  

3. 0.0 otherwise. 
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Affiliation-Education Measure: This measure attempts to match the current/past affiliation and 

educational experience of the users, as stated in the social network profiles. Specifically, we create 

two token sets, one for each corresponding network, and we fill them with the appropriate fields as 

shown in Fig. 1. While neither of the two token sets include duplicates, the token set obtained from 

Twitter contains additionally the frequency of each userMention. Due to the abbreviated form of 

userMentions there is a need for a textual comparison measure that is suitable for substring 

matching, so the Smith-Waterman distance measure seems adequate, because it combines edit and 

affine gap distances [76]. 

 We measure the similarity between each pair of tokens in the two token sets and keep only those 

similarity scores that exceed a predefined threshold t. Then we weigh the resulting scores according 

to the frequency of a userMention in Twitter profile. Therefore, the overall similarity score is 

calculated as shown in the following equation:  

∑(            )

 

   

∑     

 

   

⁄  

where scorei is the Smith-Waterman similarity score of a pair of tokens that is above the threshold t 

and freqi  is the frequency of appearance of the specific userMention in the user’s tweets. The weight 

indicates a significance estimate of the corresponding userMention. 

Achievements Measure: The main idea of this measure is based on the observation where the 

words that a user often provides in description field in Twitter, belong to the same family with the 

ones that she provides for her job, publication etc in LinkedIn. We attempt to capture this by taking 

into consideration “similar” and not only identical tokens [76]. 

 To achieve this, we compose a textual summary of the most significant professional achievements 

of a user, as she provides in LinkedIn. The similarity between this “profession summary” and the 

short biography in Twitter is computed with the use of SoftTFIDF, as impemented in the second- 

String library [77] [78]. 

As mentioned above, the various similarity measures are used to built similarity- vectors. These 

vectors are then classified in order to achieve the required user identification. We tested the below 

classification approaches: 

Baseline Classification: As a baseline we calculate the average of the scores in the similarity 

vectors: 

        ( )  ∑(      )

 

   

 ⁄  

where scorei corresponds to the respective score in the similarity vector. 

Binary Classifiers: For each profile set, we declare as “match” the profile that is assigned maximum 

probability by the classifier, depending on the classes’ distribution of the respective binary classifier. 

The classifiers that we tested in this approach are Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, KNN and DTNB, a 

hybrid approach that involves Naive Bayes and Decision Tables classifiers [79]. 

6.2.2 Early Experimental Results 

For each network we created sets of profiles, each set containing the results of the name search. In 

each set we identified the correct match, while all others were considered mismatches. Starting with 

a profile from a social network (SN1) and a set of profiles from a different one (SN2), our aim is to find 

the profile that most likely matches the one from (SN1). In order to select the most likely match, we 

compare each profile in each set from one social network with each profile of the corresponding set 
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from the second network. Each comparison produces a similarity vector which is classified as a 

match or not. In our experiments we use two different datasets corresponding to the “direction” of the 

identification, i.e. starting with a profile from LinkedIn we compare it against the profiles of the 

corresponding set in the Twitter dataset and vice versa. Henceforth, we refer to the former task as 

Twitter identification and the latter as LinkedIn identification. In addition, due to the unavailability of 

some fields in some profiles, we set the missing similarity score to the average value of the similarity 

scores that can be computed from the available fields. This average score is different for each metric 

and it depends on the measured similarity scores of the respective measure. 

To evaluate the baseline classification approach we use the Recall metric. In the LinkedIn 

identification task, the simple combination arrives at a recall of 86.64%, while in the Twitter 

identification task the respective recall is 88.55%. 

To estimate the performance of our binary classifiers we utilize the k-fold cross validation technique. 

Due to the structure of our datasets, we split our sets to 7-folds in order to test the 14% of the 

database each time. The results we present, are the average estimation of the resulting measures at 

every step of cross validation. Due to imbalanced data problem, we specify as “match” the pair with 

the maximum probability. This probability, which is derived from the distribution of the positive class 

during training, denotes the likelihood membership of the instance in that class [80]. 

Our approach performs well for detecting matches and especially with the use of DTNB classifier. 

Even the low proportion of ground-truth data, the results for precision and recall in match class are 

satisfactory, so we achieve a high score in accuracy. 

 

LinkedIn's 

identification 

Decision Tree Naive Bayes KNN (k=5) DTNB 

Precision 89.58% 90.35% 92.66% 94.98% 

Recall 88.96% 89.69% 91.99% 94.27% 

F-Measure 89.27% 90.02% 92.33% 94.62% 

Table 11: LinkedIn identification results for various classifiers 

 

Twitters's 

identification 

Decision Tree Naive Bayes KNN (k=5) DTNB 

Precision 86.49% 86.10% 90.73% 90.73% 

Recall 86.49% 86.10% 90.73% 90.73% 

F-Measure 86.49% 86.10% 90.73% 90.73% 

Table 12: Twitter identification results for various classifiers 
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6.2.3 Module Deployment and Interaction 

Currently this module has not been released, because of terms of usage of the LinkedIn profile, 

which forbid the usage of the LinkedIn Application Programming Interface (API), something that 

would be necessary in the context of the reveal project. 

Input 

A collection of tweets and a collection of LinkedIN accounts located in a Mongo Database 

Output 

 A Success message to RabbitMQ that notifies the system that the module has finished. 

 Matching accounts stored in MongoDB 

 A json file to RabbitMQ that contain user information. A sample follows: 

 A json file to RabbitMQ which contains user information. A sample follows: 

{ 

    "ncsr:LinkeIn:ScreenName: "Katerina Zamani", 

    "ncsr:Twitter:ScreenName: "Katerina Zamani", 

    "ncsr:LinkedIn:uris: ["http://somesite/LovesickHank"], 

    "ncsr:Twitter:uris: ["http://somesite/kHank"], 

    "ncsr:account_similarity: 0.89 

}  
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7 Conclusions 

In the current deliverable we have described the work that was undertaken during the second year of 

the REVEAL project in Tasks 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 of WP 2 that focuses on contributor modelling. Several 

software modules have been released and form the prototype implementations that accompany this 

report, whereas some of them have already been integrated in the REVEAL platform. In particular: 

PServer, the Gamification infrastructure, the supervised and unsupervised topic sensitive influence 

detection, the multi-partite community detection, and the user profile classifier were release as 

software standalone versions along with instructions for executing them.  Next, we have listed the 

innovations introduced by each module that is whether they advance the state of art. It should be 

noted that not all modules contain an innovative element, some just implement established 

algorithms. Moreover, we have reported work on novel modules, such as the detection of duplicate 

user accounts, and the community evolution prediction, and there is work reported on older modules 

and in particular evaluation or algorithmic improvements. 

Finally, we have come across some extra technical restrictions that concern the actual deployment of 

the duplicate user accounts module. The nature of the restrictions is legal, and in particular the 

LinkedIn network disallows the usage of its API in order to obtain information about a user in an 

automated way. 

 

7.1 Outlook 

Future work will focus on improvements on software modules as planned and described in Section 

1.3. The improvements concern the algorithms, the evaluation as well as on the overall integration in 

the REVEAL platform. There may be unforeseen problems that are related to the overall 

performance as experienced by the end user, or the interoperation of the different modules. All this 

will be addressed by efforts to improve the implementation, or the communication among the 

modules. Next, the gamification will be exploited in the enterprise scenario; and modules relevant to 

WP2 will feed in the enterprise scenario. 

Additionally, the end users’ evaluation will also report useful observations, or insights that may 

require small or even substantial changes in the work of the different modules. Moreover, legal 

issues might prevent the presence of certain modules in the integrated prototype. 
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9 APPENDIX A: Gamification Questionnaire 

Next follows the questionnaire that was used by SAG at CeBIT 2015 to investigate the gamification 

potential for the ARIS community, an online forum related to SAG products. 
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10 APPENDIX B: Enactment of software modules 

This appendix describes the activation of the individual software modules that form part of the 

deliverable. In particular it describes the file structure, how to run, relevant parameters as well as 

related information. The algorithmic description, the early evaluation results, as well as the 

deployment have been described in sections 0 and 0. In particular we refer to the topic specific 

supervised and unsupervised influence detection, the user network profile classifier, the multi-

partite community detection, the gamification and the PServer. 

PServer 

First, you have to configure the Pserver.sql file. We open it with a text editor and replace 

PServerDBname with our DB name. After that at the end of the file we find “grant   all   privileges”   

on   PServerDBname.*   to   'PServerDBUsername'@'localhost' identified by 'PServerDBPassword' 

with grant option; Replace  PserverDBname, PserverDBUsername, PserverDBPassword with your 

values. After file's configuration, you have to start MySQL, and import the database schema. To do 

this, start a command prompt, and type the following (see also http://www.pserver-project.org/) 

i) for windows: 

cd  <path to mysql/bin folder>    e.g.:  C:\xampp\mysql\bin        mysql –u root –p 

ii) for linux:   sudo mysql –u root –p 

iii) To import now the database schema from the pserver.sql file that comes with 

PServer files, type the following: 

\. <replace this with the correct path of db file>pserver.sql 

e.g.: for windows: \. C:\pserver\pserver.sql 

e.g.: for linux: \. /home/name/pserver/pserver.sql 

Basic PServer Configuration 

You have to set up variables in the server.ini and pbeans.ini files that exist in 

the pserver folder, as follows: 

 

 Configuration server.ini 

You provide the user/name and password 

database_user=pserver (no quotes, the user that you created) 

database_url= mysql\://127.0.0.1/pserver (or the host of your mysql) 

database_pass=ff0123 (no quotes, with the password that you entered previously) 

Configuration server.ini 

You provide the user/name and password 

database_user=pserver ( no quotes, the user that you created) 

database_url= mysql\://127.0.0.1/pserver (or the host of your mysql) 

database_pass=ff0123 (no quotes, with the password that you entered previously) 

 

Server.i ni Variables Explanation : 

database_user=pserver 

This parameter defines the user that is used by the PServer to connect to the database 

database_driver=com.mysql.jdbc.Driver 

This parameter defines the jdbc driver that will be used to connect to the database. 
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port=1111 

This is the TCP port that PServer will bind to, in order to listen for requests. 

Hint: If you can’t see the PServer Administration Panel, or while running PServer the 

server's; port is -1, then it seems that another application is listening to port 1111, 

and you must change the PServer's port. 

ssl=off 

This parameter defines if the communication is done by secure shell mode or not. 

read_request_timeout=5000 

This parameter defines the maximum time in milliseconds, for which PServer will keep 

a connection open waiting for a request. 

main_html_dir=./public 

Pserver is a simple HTTP server, and can serve files. This parameter defines the 

directory that contains the serve files. 

administrator_name=root 

This parameter defines the username of the administrator. 

administrator_pass=root 

This parameter defines the password of the administrator. 

def_html_file=index.html 

This parameter contains the default name of the HTML file that PServer serves from its 

web content directory. 

database_url=mysql\://127.0.0.1/pserver 

This parameter defines the jdbc URL that is used to connect to the database 

log_mode=on 

This parameter defines if messages are stored into a log into a file 

database_pass=0000 

This parameter defines the password, for the RDBMS user, that is used to connect to 

the database 

debug_mode=on 

This parameter defines if we want to log extra debug messages from the PServer 

max_requests=50 

This parameter defines the maximum requests that can be accepted concurrently. 

max_log_size=50000000 

This parameter defines the maximum log file size in bytes 

log_file_path=./server.log 

This parameter defines the file where the log messages will be stored in. 

thread_num=5 

This parameter defines the maximum threads that PServer can use to execute 

processing. PServer might have to process a great amount of data, and this takes time. 

We use threads for parallel processing to speed up the server responses. These days 

every CPU has more than one cores and you have to parameterize PServer to use these 

cores. For an Intel Core 2 duo, our experiments have shown that the performance is 

increased up to 4 threads and for a Intel Core 2 quad, up to 5 threads. An I7 CPU has 

greater scaling but we have not determined its limit yet. 

You have already downloaded the latest PServer file. To run Pserver, open the 

terminal, and go inside the pserver folder, and run the PersServer.jar. 

For example, in linux you must type these two commands shown below: 

1) cd <the path of pserver folder>pserver 

2) java -jar PersServer.jar 
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Gamification 

This directory structure contains the settings and configuration files specific to your site or sites and 

is an integral part of multisite configuration. The sites/all/ subdirectory structure should be used to 

place your custom and downloaded extensions including modules, themes, and third party libraries. 

Downloaded installation profiles should be placed in the /profiles directory in the Drupal root. 

In multisite configuration, extensions found in the sites/all directory structure are available to all sites. 

Alternatively, the sites/your_site_name/ subdirectory pattern may be used to restrict extensions to a 

specific site instance. 

See the respective README.txt files in sites/all/themes and sites/all/modules for additional 

information about obtaining and organizing extensions. 

See INSTALL.txt in the Drupal root for information about single-site installation or multisite 

configuration. 

 

Topic Specific Supervised influence detection module 

This is the implementation of the TS-SRW algorithm. It is a supervised learning algorithm for 

identifying topic-sensitive influential users. Thus given a network of user interactions (e.g. mentions), 

the content they have produced, and a list of influential users the algorithm will be used to discover 

new topic sensitive influential users. It is consisted of two stages: (a) training: train a model with 

stochastic gradient descent and (b) testing: perform a biased random walk with the learned 

parameters. 

The folder delivered contains the following subfolders and files: 

\srw 

This folder contains all source files needed to run the program. 

\tests 

This folder contains all test files for the source files in folder \srw. These are supposed to isolate 

each part of the program and show that the individual parts are functioning properly. The usage of 

these tests is just to ensure that nothing has broken. 

integration.py 

This file integrates srw with rabbitmq and PServer. It is used to trigger the srw algorithm, send the 

output to a rabbitmq queue and connect to PServer to store data. 

predict.py 

This file can trigger an experiment with the srw algorithm. 

parameters.obj 

This is a serialized python object which contains the initial parameters for the srw algorithm. This file 

is loaded every time a new experiment is triggered. 

In order to run the algorithm you need to install python 2.7 and all the necessary python libraries as 

stated in the documentation. If you want just to experiment with some data you can run predict.py file 

by giving the appropriate arguments: 
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 python predict.py mongodb mongo_collection json_type start_time end_time 

-mongodb is the mongo database name. 

-mongo_collection is the collection from where to gather data 

-json_type is the type of structure which will process (currently only from twitter) 

-start_time , end_time is the range of the data to collect from the mongo_collection 

This also assumes that there is already a mongoDB installed in the system. 

 

Topic Specific Unsupervised influence detection module 

We make available a prototype demonstrating the unsupervised influence calculation module for a 

given topic. 

This prototype performs twice the calculations: once with advanced tuning of parameters such as 

giving more weight to retweets that contain several words of the topic, etc., and once with uniform 

weights (thus computing the basic pagerank eigenvector). 

To run the program, simply type (recommended terminal width=160): 

java -jar UnsupervisedInfluence.jar 6hsnow14_DOWNLOADED_tweets-ppdm9.json 

where the last parameter is the name of the json file containing a bundle of tweets (in the format from 

the Twitter API); a sample file is provided as the first six hours of the SNOW dataset (330000 

tweets). 

The program will then ask the user to enter one or a few words to characterize a topic in order to 

compute the pagerank vector only on the graph of retweets containing these words. 

It will provide time stamped output on stdout and allow to save the computed scores in a file. 

To end the program, simply type 'exit' when prompted to enter a list of keywords. 

   

User Network Profile Classifier module 

*** The User Network Profile Classifier module provides a means to make inferences about Online 

Social Network users based on their connectivity. 

 

*** This is a semi-supervised procedure for associating users with topic keywords that describe their 

interests or expertise. The procedure can be separated in the following steps: 

 

- Preprocessing a set of raw data in order to form a graph of interactions (e.g., mentions, retweets) 

among users. 

- Unsupervised extraction of features from the graph using the vertex-centric community detection 

algorithm, ARCTE. 
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- Fetches twitter lists and extracts keywords to be used as label targets for classification for some 

users. 

- Supervised community/feature weighting based on chi-squared dependence. 

- Classifier training. 

- Out-of-sample prediction. 

- Transfer of results to PServer and MongoDB. 

- Publishes success message via RabbitMQ. 

 

*** We include two Python 3.x packages: 

- reveal-user-classification: The user network profile classifier implementation. 

- reveal-user-annotation: A required package that includes utilities for automatic annotation of Twitter 

users and utility methods for communicating with PServer and MongoDB. 

 

*** In order to test the prototype, one needs to install Python >= 3.3 and all the Python packages 

required by the two REVEAL packages. Up-to-date installation instructions will always be available at 

the GitHub hosting site of the two packages: 

- https://github.com/MKLab-ITI/reveal-user-classification 

- https://github.com/MKLab-ITI/reveal-user-annotation 

 

*** After a successful installation, several new scripts will be available. One will need to execute the 

script ``user_network_profile_classifier'' for an execution of the module. The script arguments are 

described below: 

-uri ``A MongoDB client URI.'' 

-id ``A MongoDB database/collection pair in the form: "database_name.collection_name".'' 

-unpcdb ``We store the extracted twitter list keywords on another mongo database in the same 

client.'' 

 

-tak ``A Twitter app key.'' 

-tas ``A Twitter app secret.'' 

 

-nua ``Number of users to annotate automatically.'' 

-mnl ``The maximum number of topics.'' 

 

-rmquri ``The RabbitMQ connection URI.'' 
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-rmqq ``The RabbitMQ queue for publishing a success message.'' 

-rmqe ``The RabbitMQ exchange name.'' 

-rmqrk ``The RabbitMQ routing key (e.g., "amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5672/vhost").'' 

 

-pshn ``The address of the machine where the PServer instance is hosted.'' 

-pscn ``The PServer client name.'' 

-pscp ``The PServer client's password.'' 

 

-ln ``Get only the N latest documents.'' 

-lts ``Get only documents created after this UNIX timestamp.'' 

-uts ``Get only documents created before this UNIX timestamp.'' 

 

-rp ``Random walk restart probability.'' 

-nt ``Number of parallel tasks.'' 

 

*** For a simple testing of this prototype, one may execute the script 

``prototype_user_network_profile_classifier'' as follows: 

prototype_user_network_profile_classifier -input PATH_TO_SNOW_DATA -output 

OUTPUT_FILE_PATH -rp 0.2 

 

-input ``An additional argument for the prototype testing script. This is the folder where the input data 

is stored (anonymized graph and labels).'' 

-output ``A file path where the results of the module are written in human-readable form.'' 

 

The rest of the arguments (e.g., PATH_TO_SNOW_DATA, OUTPUT_FILE_PATH etc.) are input by 

the user accordingly. The prototype separates the data into training/testing sets and performs 

semisupervised learning as described in D2.2. The resulting F1-score averages are written in 

OUTPUT_FILE_PATH. Since we cannot disclose the SNOW 2014 tweets, we include an 

anonymized version of the graph and the labels as produced by the automatic annotation process. 

They are located under the folder ``data_folder/input'' that accompanies the module.  
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Multi-partite community detection module module 

A: General information 

Code: It is in Java (1.8.0), Maven project implemented in Netbeans. It does not use anything specific 

to Java 1.8.0. 

input-1 (network creation phase): MongoDB, tweets  

input-1 (experimentation phase):  serialised Java objects stored in a disk file 

input-2: startTweet (field 'id_str') , and endTweet ('id_str') from RabbitMQ  comming from WP6 

(integration) 

 

output 1: community results goto a MongoDB  

output 2: 'mutlipartiteStats.data': a file with statistics, it can be ignored 

output 3: success message send to RabbitMQ for WP6 (integration)  

output 4: community results goto a RabbitMQ for WP5 (modalities)   

 

Main class: demokritos.iit.hyperCommunity.HyperCommunityV2.java 

input argument: a configuration file 

Example: (with SNOW) of running the code for the multi-partite network creation & community 

detection phase: 

java -jar  hyperCommunityMaven-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar 

configuration.rabbit.makeNetworkV2.SNOW.json 

Thus it takes two input arguments, 'r' denoting rabbitMQ and a configuation files 

The two phases and the role of configuaration file are explained next:  

 

Phase a) Multi-partite network creation 

1) It accesses a mongoDB to get tweets (for example the snow tweets).  

Out of them it will create a hypernetwork that comprises edges that 

contain (user, namedEnity, URL).       

2) The network is 'saved' on disk in three files, so that it can be quickly accessed 

 

To do the above you will need a configuration file: 

For instance consider 'configuration.rabbit.makeNetworkV2.SNOW.json ' 

i) The first 4 lines allow you to specify the input 
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and output databases and collections 

ii) then 'InputLocation/OutputLocation' allow you to specify the IP 

of the MongoDB 

iii) 'Input/OutputPort' specify the port of the databases 

iv) 'Eta' is a parameter related to community detection 

v) 'CreateNetwork' means to create a multipartite network 

vi) 'ReadNetwork' is only applicable if the network already exists 

v) the next 4 lines, specify where and in what files the multipartite 

network will be stored: Thus it's the 'usersFile', the 'tagsFile' (this contains named entities, e.g. 

Obama, Ukraine, EU), the 'URLsFile' (i.e. URLs) and the 'TriPartite' contains edges of the form:  

(user, named Entity, URL). These files are serialised java objects. 

vi) RabbitMQ: The next three lines specify input and output rabbitMQ queues 

The 'integrationQueue', and 'modalitiesQueue' specify the output queue names for 

WP6 and WP5 respectively 

The 'inputQueue' specifies the 'inputQueue' that is used to receive the start and end tweet form WP6   

--------------------------------------- 

"integrationQueue":"rabbitIntegration",    

"modalitiesQueue":"rabbitModalities", 

"inputQueue":"inputQueue" 

 

// (multi-parite) Network creation and community detection 

java -jar   hyperCommunityMaven-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar r 

configuration.rabbit.makeNetworkV2.SNOW.json  

 

Phase b) Communitiy discovery 

The configuration 

'configuration.makeNetwork.NPO.SNOW.json' 

 

// community detection only 

java -jar   hyperCommunityMaven-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar 

configuration.readNetwork.namedEntitiesNPO.SNOW.json 
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Sample output: 

Two communities (commId1 and commId2);  three partites per community. Each 'partiteId1' is about 

users, 'partiteId2' is about keywords (i.e. named entities) and  'partiteId3' is about URLs. 'nNodes' 

refers to the number of nodes of each partite. 

{ "commId" : 1 , "partiteId" : 1 , "nNodes" : 4176 , "users:" : [ "2350377564" , "2354250216" ,...]}, 

{ "commId" : 1 , "partiteId" : 2 , "nNodes" : 1 , "keywords:" : [ "Syria"]} 

{ "commId" : 1 , "partiteId" : 3 , "nNodes" : 3255 , "urls:" : [ "http://thetim.es/1cLES7X", 

http://gu.com/p/3n3jv"…]} 

{ "commId" : 2 , "partiteId" : 1 , "nNodes" : 16 , "users:" : [ "137300406",…]}, 

{ "commId" : 2 , "partiteId" : 2 , "nNodes" : 1 , "keywords:" : [ "Adebolajo"]}, 

{ "commId" : 2 , "partiteId" : 3 , "nNodes" : 4 , "urls:" : [ "http://thebea.st/1frl3FE"] } 


